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'INTRODUCTION

This is the final report of an investigatton offur:ther evalu-

ation alternatives for the social studies curriculum Man: A Course of

Study.* The purpose of the study was not to specify an approach, But to

clarify alternatives and bases for choosing among them. -As a prelienary

step in developing suggestions, field visits were made to seven MACOS

Regional Centers,** and to several school districts and schools in each

region, to obtain information about conditiOns of use of the curriculum.

The observations made and informationand!improssiens obtained entered

strohoy ino oor s abouL furiher evaluation needs and strategies.

In t.41 courbe of prepaljny this report we found ourselves re-
.

thinking most of our premnceptions and assumptions about further

evaluation of the MACOS'package, especially summative evaluation. The

question of feasibility of alternative evalu'ation approaches became integ-

rally enmeshed with the prior question: evaluation to what end, for what

purpose? The reader will find that we tried consistently to address this

question on a gross level, but that we have not been able to provide a

clear analytic framework for answering it.

The itructure of this report is as follows. In Section I the

This report was prepared under NSF Grant No. W005707.

**
One center had recently been terminated.



task-of the stucty and a general view of the processes of curriculum devel-

opment projects are described. Section II summarizes the general methods
C

employed in this study. Section III gives a brief summary outline of

"findings" from field visits. In Section IV we present further examples

and discussion of findings, and Section V provides a summary list of char-
:

acteristi cs of the curri cul um that appeared important or significant to

-various respondents in the field. In Section VI we then discuss six

categories of evaluation questions or concerns related to MAWS. In most

categories we note characteristi cs of the curri cul um tharseem especi al ly

germane to the design of further eValuation studies. We then synthesize in

the next section the analyses made in SectiOn VI into three major kinds

of furtheT evol uati on that mi ciht be undm-taen . In Secti on VI I we di scus

-N'
i '1'putL, 61 yilus Of dbSO:ULU,

ond sysiPmr evAINri7onc t.Nt could be und:_rtzkon. 112 finz.1 ly

provi de a sunniary statement, in Section VIII, of issues, alternatives and

recommendations.

It wi I be apparent' to the reader that we found our task complex.

Ln an effort to avoid vi gorous simplistic suggestions we constantly risked

paralysis from attention to a multitude of issues, uncertainties and possibil-

ities. The net result of efirts to achieve a balance will undoubtedly

strike many as erring in one di recti on or the other. For oursel ves , we

believe that erring in the direction of complexity is the better, if

aesthetically less satisfying, error.



A SUGGESTED CONCEPTUAL FRAMNORK

The National Science Foundation expressed its interest in fumdinv

a feasibility study to determine what some possible next steps, in terms

of continuing evaruition of MACOS, might be. A thorough and excellent'

formative evaluation had been completed) Discussions.with NSF did not

provide us with any clear answers to the question, "What are the NSF's

further interests or goals with MACOS?" Therefore, We suggested that we

try to depict'some alternative strategies for continued eviluation 'based

on what we could determine to be the needs, present conditions, and

r,

Scvcral ciuc:tios uLtme Lu miud iiicrte1y. whit has happenedl

with the development and dissemination of the curriculum to date? What

is the present state of its utilization? How effective is MACOS compared

with other social studies curricula? And so..on. We felt that by talking

with ,lassroom teachers, social studies curriculum specialists within

school systems, administrators, regional directors and disseminators, and

members of the Education Development Center, we could help focus on

these and other questions. We hoped such an approach might help outline .

some priorities for further study. In an effort to do this we proposed

a series of interviews in each of the regions established for.dissemination

of NACOS. Using the data gathered we shall, in this report, suggest some

evaluation issues and strategies for NSF's consideration.

Hanley, Janet P., et al. Curiositv/Competencenommunity: An Evaluation

of Man: A Course of Stully_. Cambridge, Mdss.: Social Studies Curriculum Program,

rducation Development Center, Inc., 1970. Vols. i & ii.(Preliminary copy.)



A, yeview of'MACOS materials, esvecially the most recent Seminars

for Teachers 2 helped to clarify the potential multiplè functions the new

curriculum might have. It seemed that a consideration Of evaluation issues

with respect to the various possible functions of the curriculum might

provide a way of oroanizing and integrating he concerns ofemerging

educational evaluatton theory with.the realities of MACOS research,

development, and utilization. Our hope then, was tfiat'we,could clarify,

at least presumptively, the manifold number of issues involved in MACOS

as well as suggesting some priorities for further study.

There are four broad functions a new curriculum may perform:

1. Education of children

2. 1nv1 orm-2nt 2nd ordvIncrw?nt of 1),-(1c) skillcl and

3. .C1vInno in inctiintionc

4. Training and development of prospective teachers

There is nothing new about these areas of effect, impact or concern. Most

of them are discussed in one form or afffther, for example, by Grobman.3

Patently, the purpos& of a new curriCulum such aS MACOS is to

improve the educational growth and development of stlidents. Equally obviously

the educational enterprise is 3 manifold affair, fraught with uncertainties

about what causes what Or what maximizes what. Under' such circumstances,

there are legitimately different strategies and options for improvement.

Furthermore the same evice may in fact bear on different dimensions of

the educational enterprise, depending on how and where it is used. A

44tr,

Man: A r'ourse of Stud . Seminars for Tbachers'. Education Development ,

CenfiF, 1n-c., 19 0.

Grobman, Hulda. Evaluation Activities of Curriculum Projects. AERA Mono-

graph Series of Curriculum Evaluation, No.2. Chicago: Rand McNally, 1968.



curriculum package then, may petform some .or all of the functions

listed above. It is'a matter of considerable interest to try to explicate

rules or propositions for whi,ch ones, when, where, how, etc.

If one is going to design a new curriculuni, he obviously has the

intention of producing something that will have one or more of the'functfons

suggested above. But between the design ibtention and its'accomplishment

of one or more ofthe curriculum functions are a number of linking or enablins-

functions. E.g.,

1. Development-and testing

2. Dissemination '

a

3. Preparation and installaion4 .

4. Implementation. .

5. Wntenahco and support

6. oC ru-dircictiuN

7. rnflitnrinn and nvlui.,:ticn5

Suppose it is the designer's intention to produce a curriculum package that

will peliform particular educational functions for or with elementary school

children (in the case of MACOS, for example,. tó develop hypothesis forming

skills, to speak glibly for the moment.) The design and.development of

certain materials and procedures constitutes a transformaiion of that intention

into a mechanism or apparatus for performing that specific educational, c

function. Tests of the,curriculum are,used to determine whether, and

presumably under what conditions,the package ,does perform it.

4 Preparation here includes ortentation and training of teachers and others

prior to or at the start of the curriculum; installation includes purchasing,

scheduling, etc. Jointly they designate the activities necessary or undertaken

.within a, school or school system to put the new curriculum into effect.

5 This should be a parallel function, nof a serial or partially serial

one like the others.
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One eifYivation issue at ihis point concerv the deritification of
I

intended fufttions, the4r performance characteristics, and the limiting

assumptions Concerning the performance characteristics (e.g., what skills
r

of teachers are assumed? what kinds ,of students? what organizatiOnal
, A-

arrangements in ichools? etc.). A second evaluation issue this point

concerns the design and developmest method or procedure. llthat did )t
-41.a

take to accomplish the transformations? What are the implications for

A

;* .

further curriculum project funding decisions? Can design and development

components be related to costs in_a getieraliiable,sense?6

The arriculum or mechanism intended to generate the designated

function is then disseminated, that is, brought to the attentioQ of

prospectiyr users. In this transforwition the intcrided function my he

tctai11i cd 1 o.-4L un/ur oi.LJr fwicticns an0 puLenticil tunctims

added. So;6.: nuhLci vi prospeLLive users will adopt tne new curriculum

over- a given period of time. Processes .of preparation , install ation , and

eventually 'implementation thus . commence. Evaluation issues to that point

include:

1. what are the operating characteristics of different dissemination

mechanisms? are some more efficient than others? how? with what kinds of

users? with respect to what kinds of functions?

2. is there a reiationship between different kinds onf'bissemination

6 We are trying here to get at the problem of 6a1uating what kinds of

'
approaches, with what kinds of variations, yield what kinds of products

(curriculum packages, for example) under what conditions. We think this sort

of analysis is related_to further decision-making about the need for public

support of curriculum design and development.
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mechanisms and the further transformation of intended .1.inctions?7

The new curriculum is adopted and implemented, tentatively or

permanently. At this stage there is the final set of transformations

leading to Tesultant functions.'1 With' respect to the functi
.

,

education of children, the evaluaiion iss-ues centet around

, -

on 'Waling with

the ti.aditional

\problem of neasuring effettivenessp.or more specifiCally, differential

effectiveness. That isNho learns what, Oder wkat conditions? 'Are

there unexpected results? Are the designer's intended functions realized?

What.support conditions turn mit to be needed?. What further modiftcations'

are appropriate? And so on.

that:-

e

This highly simplistic discussion is intended only tO suggest'

1. LII:Irc arc! diller(Jit ev4i3u,:tiuh issus different stage5 ol

\

0 L.uirik,ulum

2. the issues are separable with.respect to certain decision prob-

Tens for certain agencies; but data bearing on issues at one point m4y need

to be carried forward to apply at another point;

3. the transformations that may occur are only partly predictable,

though eventually eley are completely (potentially),knowable.

We shall retUrn to these themes. Thex are much broader than the concept of

summative evaluation. This brief die,cussion of an overall process indicates

*

that in approaching our task we have tried to consider a broad spectrum of

congruences,.
Contingencies, and decisions. e

.7 The decision problems here center around the development ard support

of dissemination mechanisms. Is'there a ratiopal basis for the allocation

of funds to different dissemination designs? What are detign porameters?

eIM

-5-
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DESCRIPTION OF ESD'is-PROCERURES

Our first steps were to make ourselves more familiar with the ,

MACOS pa-ckage and 1t history. We' di4 this thrOugh consultation with

members of the innovation Team,in the District of Columbia who had been

teachers, disseminators, and trainers for MACOS; through the.review of the

. curriculum materials and documents about theprogram;_and through discussiOn

with the FIACOS evaluation staff at Education Development.Center. We then

prepared questionnaires to be answered in interviews with regional center

directors and °people associated Will regional .centers:- The questionnaires

were also to be used with school administrators, curriculum supervisors, .and

Jeactus. The basiCinteorions of the questions weive to provicb informaiion

about what observers saw ia_s Os) purPoses) both twtrual and potntital, of,

NACOS; What methods were'peing used to assess or evaluate the pro9ramiwkot

was being dope to disseminate Life program, install it, and support it;
.

and what seemed to be'some of the crucial factors involved in each of these

acti vi ties .

'The Educational Studies Department Team visited seven regional

'centers, twenty-four school districts, and thirty-six schools within, districts.

School districts visited were splected in discussion with center directors,

and 'final choi-ce 4fas based on interest and practicality. The schools in

no sense represent a sample, but it is perfectly clear to. the Team that

they covered, a wide variety 9f environments and educational conditions.

. We were able 'To compose a detaild compendium of responses to various questiuns ,

and thus to identify potentially important variables, based either on direct

statements gleaned from the talks we had with many people, or on impressions

derived from the, overall discuSsions. In -additfon we have done an extensive
/IL\
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perusal -of Vie

concerned wi.th

evaluati on l terature in general , and

social studies and educational change.

of literature

in particular.

In App2ndi x A there is a table summari zing the number and characteriiti cs

of teachers interviewed, and numbers of locations visited.

e'"'N

-7-
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BRIEF SUMMARY OF INFORMATION GATHERED

The following is a cOndensed, selective summary of information and

impressions gleaned from our field visits. It is not intended to be a

definitive or conclusive set of statements.

1. Environment in which curriculum is used or may be used

A. Target groups

Small cities--largest group studied--offer least amount of red

tape and hierarchy to deal with; key decision makers starid out.

Suthrban areas--usually can afford program, often their schools

already exposed to progressive or innovative materials and

pedagogies.

Rural areas--often can't afford materials; often conservative;

hard to follow up.

Large metropolitan areas--most difficult to work with because of

bureaucracy, difficulty in pinpointing key decision makprs.

Politics of:,n (T.fs:f mrs o ho 1-(2lucHt to m:0,

to ,Je

h, Politic;al climate runs the g=ut from hard- core conbervdtive Lu

liberal-progressive seeking all kinds of innovative curricula.

Financial resources

Sometimes materials provided through speciil innovative funding

programs, or on an experimental,or pilot basis.

Cost a problem to many small systems which simply find it prohib-

itive.
1

Same cost problem when an individual school wants the materials

but is not supported by the system.

D. Educational climate (see remarks under Target groups)

Some systems more interested in innovative curricula than others;

interest cuts across urban/rural classifications.

Often reflects political climate.

Progressiveness of key decision makers influences educational

climate.

II. Dissemination

A. No.one process.across regions or within regions.,

B. Differs from system to system, but the more bureaucratic and larger

the system, the harder the dissemiriation process, except where

- key decision makers seeic out MACOS.



C. Financial resources of system or school again play a large role.

IL Political climate an influence, the'more conservative the community

the less receptive it may be to MACOS.

III. Support

A. No pattern across regions. Ranges from Wilt-in support system

through summer institute training of social studies curriculum

consultant for each system, to no support systeM at all.'

B. In most cases support is Oven on an "as can" basis.

C. Problem for regional directors is the lack of funds and staff to ,

adequately fol;ow up teachers. Regions quite large.

D. Many teachers feel more follow-up would be helpful, even those who

have taught the program for as many as four years. New teachers

to the program need beginning skills. Older teachers to the

program need revitalizing.

IV. Functions

uhildron

kost peopie, tenm tr;)cnPrs tryregionM directors, see cf4ills and

attitudn as the primary goals of the course for children.

Teachers especially often stressed attitudes toward self and

interest in learning as important outcomes.

Both teachers and regional directors agree content is important

maiply as i mechanism for instiping attitudes or skills.

Only program often cited as an existing social studies curric-

ulum that could do the same thing for children that MACOS does,-

was Taba. Complaint about Taba was that it has method but no

pre-packaged materials.

Many teachers felt they could impart same attitudes and skills

through other materials oe courses. Others felt this ability

was a r6sult of exposure to MACOS training, Courses most often

mentioned as possible vehicles were langfieje arts, science,

reading.

Teachers

Many administrators see NACOS as a good teacher training

device, as do regional directors. See it as helping teachers

develop child-centered teaChing skills. In many instances

teachers selected or volunteering for training have been, in

principals' or administrators' opinion, among the better teachers

in a school.'

TeacheA felt MACOS had affected their teaching style; made

them more open to children's inputs. Often younger teachers

felt they had been exposed to MACOS pedagogy in college methods

1 4 -9-



course and that their teachin- style was less affected than
did teachers who had been teaching for longer periods of time.

Regional directors and administrators said MACOS spread of
effect was evidenced by teachers' chahge of role in classroom
(less teacher domination). Teachers expressed same sentiment
in different terms; "Am more open to students' questions";*"can

. tolerate 'good noise' "; "encourage debate rather than seek 'right'

answers."

Often teachers ymuld suggest that they try to tie MACOS in with
the total classroom, approaching other subjects with discovery
and student-centered methods, or using MACOS topics as starting
points.

Some evidence of spread within a school; non-MACOS teachers
would notide what was happening in a MACOS class, would
express great irtterest in getting the course. Evidence of
this is scarce, however.

a.

B. Value of the course with different ethnic groups

Very little was_ found on this point; an isolated few white teachers
felt materials have different values for black children. Black

teachers felt materials had universal values. Asked if it could

he po!....-,ftle ArI't khfr:, whit uf.e the 1,71.,Alz.ls,

II oit14:d tuachers, oftun had

middle class children to work with durina trainin2

C. Values'of the-course across grade levels

Most teachers use materi-ls on 5th or 6th grade level and feel it

is well suited to those levels. ^Those teachers using MACOS on 4th
oracle level are split in their opinions. One group feels materials

are too sophisticated-for 4th graders. Others feel materials can be
used with 4th graders successfully ba not in as deep a fashion as
with 5th and 6th. (One teacher said he would like to use materials
with children in 4th grade, then again in 6th. Felt there would be

something new to gain at each level.)

Some teathers using program on junior high school leveT with, success.
Feel Ws a,good introduction to anthropology. Also used as low as

2nd grade with success. One problem--where MACOS replaces traditional
6th grade social studies some teachers feel children 'are penalized
because they will be tested at the end of the year on traditional
social studies content for junior high placement. In a few ce.'es,

teachers tried to teach both MACOS and the regularly prescribed
curriculum.

15
-10-



D. Teacher Pre-service preparation

Regional directors have conducted some pre-service training sessions.

Either university classes or summer sessfons, but evidente of their

value is scanty. No instances of pre-service teachers later becoming

NACOS classroom teachers evaluated that we know of.

E. Institutional change

Mixed opinion on this from regional dif-ectors. Some feel institutional.

change is a legitimate function of the course. Others feel no major

change will come through only.one course.

Those who feel thaelnstitutional change is a legitimate function

of the course see it affecting:

School organiiation, e.g., team'teaching
.

evaluation procedures, e.g., doing away with report cards

classroom norms, e.g., establish different norm which will ultimately

establish other patterns,of school behavior

teather/principal roles,.e.g., some-principals have become more

involved with students, teachers have qveloped new expertise

and have been used as resoulves in other schools and systems.

One regional director felt the program could become a vehicle for

upward mol'i 1 i ty for indi vi duals , but that i t moves thcv up and out o

th t r6,!;;,:r

Teachers provided some evidence and i nforhatinn in thr, ,pi.pas of

institutional changc. A few say they have abandoned fk-F grading
system. Several say that group planning or teaming has resulted
from a need to cooperatively work out the schedules for films, etc.
In some areas teachers are selecting other social studies curricula
based on the adaptabi lity to MACOS concepts and t9chnigues.

In goals section, many teachers mention wanting to have or to develop

independent study, non-teacher.direcied (new teacher role).

In curriculum selection; one administrator feels MACOS may be the
answer to bilingual, bi'-cultural problems; feels MACOS is culture free.

V. Evaluation
A. Many teachers said they didn't use traditional "tests" to _evaluate

students' progress with MACOS. However, arely had they given up
traditional grading for other courses as a result of MACOS. Often
teachers would express concern over the question of measuring
chi ldren 's progress in any objecti ve fashion; most felt evaluation
had to be subjective and based on the teacher's knowledge of her
children. No teachers could suggest any test that would adequately
measure effects or impact of MACOS.

B. Administrators most often took the position that teachers' opinions
Jubjecti ve evaluations of the course' merit was their yardstick.,

along wi th. observations of chilL'ren, rep -ts from specialiSts', parents,
.and others, and thei r own judoment of the .,urri cul um,



_
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.

C. In only one instance that we found was MACOS being compared in a

systematic way with other innovative social studies curricula. -

4P
D. No evaluation Peing done regionally with the exception of ERIE.

Lack of funds and staff seemed to be the primary reasons.

E. When asked about evaluation-for continued use of MACOS, adminis-

trators again were relying on teachers' opinions.

In the next section, illustrative comments and more detailed information

concerning certain issues are given.

z

1 7 -12-
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IV.

FURTHER EXAMPLES AND TRENDS FROM INTERVIEWS

What do teGers perceive as goals of MACOS?

Clhe of our interests waswhat teachers and others see as the goals of

the MACOS program. We would typically ask teachers what t4y saw as the

goals for their students and received, as one might expect, a great variety

. =

of-answers. Soma teachers felt that the goals-are.primarlly cognitive;

learning to think, to make generalizations, draw inferen-ces, analyze, make

comparisons, etc. Others used these process term's; learning bow to formulate

questions from data, how to verify', to collect and organize data,.to observe.

Some referred to social skills, such as learnihg how to listen to others in

.groups, how to participate and express thomselv(!s in groups, ho ,;! to take

Lu6chtxs sLrssed feeIinys and dttitudes as

f;tzi. concerns, esp2cia!ly with their slod .1liwrs or poo r readers.

Exerpts from some of the interviews may help illustrate what we are

talking about. A sixth grade teacher responded, "vy goals are to try to get

the students to look at themselves; build tdierance for people different from

themselves; to use inductive reasoning; to teach them to compare different

things--man vs. animal, for example. The process is more important than the

content."

A teacher of fourth and fifth grades: "Concepts. What makes man

human; the humanistic approach-; have children deal with these higher order

cognitive skills such'as discussion, handling.data, generalizing, selection

of pertinent data. [To view] content simply as a supportive concept."

A sixth grade teacher; " [The course should help students to] think

on their oWn witnout looking to teacher for direction'or reinforcement.

Children in not-so-structured classes are more used to group work than other



I.

children, with ability to take charge. Social relations is a super-goal."

A group of sixth grade teachers: [The goals'are torbring out the

the uniqueness of man; appreciation of self, the human race; attitudes.

Content is simply a means to an end. Students should think about self as

as a human being that does have a place in society; there should be an

appreciation of values and belfefs. Get them to think, to reason as they

f
have never done before; develop understanding of behavior, provide inter-

, actio SO, they can observe changes in their own behavior."

A ieacher of fifth and sixth grades: "The children learn to

make general i zations , draw inferences , develop abi 1 ty to participate in

grdups, learn to feel, comfortable with questions for which there are no

riciht nr wroap answers."

ldrjti agal tcn to thirteen: ",.Learning

discussien techniqu24 L.o di iferentiate between fact and opinion; the course

arouses curiosity, induces follow-up to activities. They learn to'deal

with values; no right or wrong. Build up critical thinking, give children
Nen

opporturvity to think; Thrn to defend opinio-ns. [Learn about] human

relations; everyone has differences, similarities. Teaches openness, respect

for others."

A teacher of fifth and sixth grades: "In reading and math we group

by ty; in °MAWS we don' t have to. Slow learners have discovered

they can think too. Most value for these children. No right or wrong answer;

every child has ideas: 44ost important goal is ability to think on one's

own; to learn to listen; to respectopinions, not to say just anything. The

course teaches chi 1 dren to think."



Many leachers commented .on the value that MACOS had fcir different
children. For example, they noted that there was something far everyone,
and everyone could contribute. They felt that the course was particularly
good for "pcior readers" or "slow learners" in a number of ways. Because
of the multi-media design of the course, children "are not dePendent on

reading as their main or only source of information.
Youngsters having

difficulty with reading and writi,ng could contribute by offering their

thoughts and opinions. Many teachers felt children who had thought of them-
selves as unable to participate' found that they could have "their day in
court," ag one teacher put it. "They.have their chance to shine."

What seemed very clear was that different teachers saw different
values in., or had different goals,for the course. In some cases, they

believod that Lii2 iri oi U 1 Tcv hnd rur wt-le dir Ltly

gith reiaLod heeds of-the children thPy tht. i uther cases,

teaches dd not feel there was a direct relationship but that the goals

served the needs of most children everywhere. Some teachers expressed the
belief tha't the value of the cour.se was that it enalzled students to probe

subjects about which they were relatively closed-minded. For example, one

teacher said she had found MAUS offered a way of opening up discussion of
the racial and poverty issues in the community; that is, she had found the

course 'served as a vehicle for talk about people from ethnic and socio-economic

groups other than those the' children belonged to. She felt:it was the only
oppoi-tunity youngsters had to hear about and discuss people outside their

own neighborhood and community.

The course was reported to be a vehicle for opening up discussion

of various value issues otherwiSe difficult to deal with. One teacher

commented, "We're always talking about education as dealing with values, but
we never 'do' it." An elementary curriculum di ector said she had sat .in



classes where children had been discussing aggression and hostility in

themselves, feelings she had not thought about until she was over twenty.,

its she put-it.

flow are techers evaluating the progress of students in the course?

One of the greatest concerns teachers expressed was how to assess

progress. Those we talked with felt that 'grades w9re inappropriate. In

some instances the teachers had refused to give grades. One group, under

pressure to provide some kind of fee0ack to parents, took it upon them::

selves to have parent-teacher conferences. to describe what the children

were doing aO how progressina. Some teachers have instituted a system

of written reports to parents; others have worked out.a satisfactory-

unsatisfactory form of evaluation. Still othrs have had to assign gmdes

at tk. LLL21ILL; LIIUSZ! W;?, Lalkud to were nut at all,happy about

16uviily u give grades.

Teachers gave us a variky of statements describing what they used

to assess-progress. Some periodically used a brief vocabulary or knowledge

test of their own devising. In a few instances the teacher used the test

developed at EN. Some teachers have followed EDC's suggestion for inter-

viewing children, or otherwise talking with them about their progress. (

Many said they based their judgment on what they saw the child doing,

an on.the extent to which the child participated. .The kinds of questions

he raised, his role in group discussions, the enthusiasm and interest he

evidenced were all considered. Many teachers we telked with felt that
RP

tests of any kind were inappropriate.or irrelevant. Some used self-made

tests periodically as chetks on progress; here a few noted that they used

them mostly to have something to show to sébool or parents if need be.



Evaluation poses a dilemma.for teachers. On the one hand,

they know when children are interested, enthusiastic, and actively Involved,

and for many teachers this involvement in itself seemed to be a major

accomplishment. On the other hand, the problem of how to communicate

progress disturbs some teachers. Furthermore, the way to improve their

handling of the course or to improve the course for certain children was

unclear. One teacher commented that training for the course should include

learning how to lead small group discussion. She saw her . lack of training

in such discussions a limiting factor when she first started MACOS.
e"

Nen pressed, teachers would describe cases in which they felt the

course had not been successful with certain students. One estimated that

of thirty studNits around twrmty-fivo would eventually hoeom2 involved

in the course. Soli (Lscribeti youngsters who fiNni?.r really.becule

iiii.elez,Led. We were told about a class which remained uninvolved so that

the teacher finally abandoned the course. In short, we obv.ained some

limited 'coroborating evidence of the ranges of preferences and reactions

of children which were described at length b'Y Hanley, Whitla, and,others

in theiv.evaluation of MACOS.

What'do administrators, curriculum directors, and supervisors loqk for?

As with teachers, there are different points of view and different

expectations. It is probably not unfair to say that many administrators

see the course as a vehicle for changing teachers attitudes and behavior

in the classroom. This is not at all to suggest that they are not

concerned with values for children, too. When asked what they would look

at in evaluating MACOS, many administrators and curriculum directors

said they would be guided by reports from teachers, and by observations



they made of ilemma for adminiqrators and others is that

they are dealing with a one-year cdurm. Problems of what to do after

MACOS, and how to restructure the whole elementary social studies curric-

ulum are of concern to various administrators. No one we talked with had

any formal plans for evaluation.

It is worth noting that,some supervisory and administrative per-

sonnel felt specifically that one of the desirable features of the curric-

.ulum was that materials are there. In their opinion, there are many aids to-
,

the teacher to help develop the pedagogical approach encouraged by the course.,

r
also, one does not have to spend an inordinate amount of time assembling

additional materials. By the same token however, SOM2 of the frequently

rocorring ir-ntien2d by teachers have becil lock of film, filn not

nLaLd, lack Ot 1 prujecLor, IaLv delivery of booklets

vt.c.

Can anyone teach MACOS?

Most people we talked to thought probay not, although the reasons

given varied considerably. One center director, for example, fält that

strictly reality-oriented teachers, to use his terms, probably could not and

should not try to teach MACOS. By "reality-oriented" he meant having a need

to deal mainlS, with facts and correct answers. The director also noted that

strictly reality-oriented children probably should not take MACOS.

As one way of approaching the question of who could or should teach,

and who he should teach, we aSked a number of people how the course might

fail. The mRst common answer was. "if it is taught as a traditional course

by lecture, with emphasis on facts, an4...with de teacher engaging in single

respopse questions and answers." In connection with this question
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we hazard die guess, bailed on discussion with.center directors and others&

that so far the majerity of teachers ilho.havé been teaching MACOS have been

a fairly select group, either handpicked by the'scheoi system, or volunteers.
00

We also hazard the guess that this question will become increasingly .

important as the dissemination of the curriculum increases. We found one

case, for instance, in which the board of educatjon in a district adopted

MACOS for all fifth grade classes next year. A 'principal in this district

was puzzled by a small group of teachers who had made7it'clear that they

did not want to teach MACOS. One reason they gave was that they had seen

last year's MACOS teacher spending'a considerlable amount of time borrowing

and returning films, and otherwise engaging in what seemed toabe a good

deal of extra and unnecessary work. We are n6t trying to say that these

ilk;L tO Lcabl ft i_4 yew; at this point in

they do nor look torward to it. Evcn in groups that havie Lduyht MACOS,

there are teachers who are not entirely enthusiastic about it. We were

told of one who had not cared for the course at all, had been very dissat-

tsfied with it, did'not like its orientation-and structure, and had felt

very negatively about it by the end of the year. We do not know how the

teacher's class felt about it.

The general point is that behind the patent success and acceptance

of MACOS there are some real uncertainties releyant to adopting and imple-

menticjg it. There are few guidelines to fall back on in working through

the,implicit decisions. It is not just a question of whether teachers are

traditionalists or not; a number we talked-with openly and emphatically

'declared themselves traditionalists previous to teaching MACOS, and now

are entirely differently oriented. Some commented bluntly that MACOS had

shown them how poor their teaching approach had been. In observing classes

of teachers whp describe themselves as previously very traditional; it seemed

24
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clear to-some that whatever "traditional" meant before, it does not apply

now. rt is not justta question of simplistic classifications; much

: depends 't appeared to us, on the training that a teacher receives in the

use of the course-, both before and during presentation orit, as well as on

the teacher's needs and orientations.

Conte%t Considerations

NACOS' it a one-year 3rogram and as such raises a numbet4 of

questions about how it fits into various school contexts; programmatically

and institutionally. With many of the people we interviewed, we tried to 0

.explore dimensions of the relation§hip between MACOS and tlie conteXts in .

whiCh it is being used. We asked teachers, for example, "Do you think the

abilities and attitudes that children develop with HAMS vill.continue

r .

L

.

wL2cc difi;ercui,

0. ce.1

it pussiv1st1r, then- ven2ral 1vol lo ely odi.on Lif4 dilr.t:

depends on what teadjers of higher.grades do. They thought that if upper

grade teachers were tradiffOnal and approached social studies as a Picture

course, then there would not be enough carrp,over fromMACOS. Some tOchers

hoped that the children-would put pressure on subsequent teachers t9

continue with the kinds of instruction and learning that haL! been used with

MACOS. Tenhers of children who took the course last year are reported by

oiller teachers to be impressed by the children's imediate interest in

discussion and free contribution of opinions and ideas. The MACOS children,

according to these teachers, seemed more ready to yeact positively 'to new

subject matter in social studies..

Mgt teachers, however, who have taught MACOS before did not know

What had happened with respect to Lhildren in subsequent years, although

nearly everyone expressed great interest in knowing the'outcome, and a need

-20-
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for feedback. lack of feedback was particularly noticeable when MACOS

tos taught at the sixth grade level,with children moving on to another

school for seventh grade. .In departmentalized teaching situations it is

our iquession that there may.noc be much cross-feed and feedback.

There wepè teachers who felt that MACOS builds a good foundatiOn and

potentially develops lasting attitudes. Thesi teachers believed there

would be carry-oyer of effects almost regardless of what happened subse-

quently. In one case, teachers and principal had worked on a follow-on

program to MACOS to beimplemented in sixth geade. The follow-on was built

around further development of the five humanizing forces emphasized in

MACOS.

We also asked teachers "Are there other subjects or curricula in
Sr

this schrol t thi icvZi that hl:y the sali,3 or similar

knowl'It2, Lhildron as MAIAJS?" Here again there

was a variety of answers that seemed to depend, among other things, on

the teaching,situation and the school organization. Generally, we found

that where teachers saw some continuities they were with science, readir

and English language arts, and occasionally mathematics, .especially when

manipulative materials or enactive approaches are used. Where classrooms,

were self-contained, teachers were very likely to say that they Were using

mdre child centered approaches to teaching in various subject areas,

apOying where and as they could techniques they attributed to MACOS. In

a few schools we visited where there were highly, flexible arrangements such as

team teaching, and mmlti-aged multi-graded organization of children,

téacheri were likely to see most of the whole school program as consistent

with and supportive olf MCOS instruction,. Teachers in self-contained

classrooms were apt to regard themselves' as very different from the rest of

the school staff and program ( this is a very traditional, conventional
^
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school"), and to retard little else as related to. or consistent with

MACOS.

With respect to social studies taUght either prior to or concurrent

with MACOS, the typical response was that MACOS was.entirely different from

the rest of the social studies program. Many teachers contrasted it

strongly with what they regarded as traditional, uninSpired.soccal-studies

curriculat We epcountered a few cws in which other, new social studies.

projects had been tried, such as. the Iaba social'studies curriculum, and.,

teachers Seemed inclined to regard MACOS as similar but better in the

sense that contbnt and material werp available to support methodology:

We asked teachers whether they had found any aSP'ects of the

MACOS training or curriculum.had affected their teaching in other subjects.

d social studic,s teiichnr:, the .c,17:stion ws not

applicable. ror others, there had been a spre0 of effect as descrihpd

above, or else it was too early to tell. A problem for administrators

and curriculum directors particularly arises over the necesiities of

rescheduling social studies that would normally have been taught dJring

fifth grade, for example. This was not just a matter of subject area re-

adjustment, such as rescheduling American History. In some cases the

question arose.about where to pick up the teaching of such things as

library skills, graphing skills and the like that were viewed as integral

components'of prior social studies programs. In this connection, one of

the regional center directors noted that a key point one should remember

in going before a board of education with a curriculum is "to think through

and be prepared to discuss the implications, and how it will affect the

rest of the program."



Views and expeilences of the regional center directors

We explored a number of aspects of dissemination, distribUtion,

use, support, and evaluation of NACOS with regtonal 'center directors.

We won't try to describe in detail all of what was learned, but certain

points are worth noting here.

One question we were interested in was what standards of usage

or procedure had been required or encouraged by regional center directors.

OM

There are various aspects of thiS question, and responses varied somewhat

from center to cPnter. Here is a summary:

"EDC requires five.teachearS for each -film, but the practicality
0

. of the requirement depentis on distributio'n and size of classes, and

commitunnt of the central administration. There is a need for the curric-

; e I 'D I; c ,Ij 1:(! cLncorcLd 'with d:.:cisions

.1

.
.V
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coordinator's'authority is needed, and should be esttblished ahead of time."

"The amount of instruction time required is forty-five minutes

a day each week, or one hour four days a we'ek. Haven't had othgr design

standards; the course itself demands certain arrangement's."

"Might be desirable to require or encourage standards of procedure, .

but whether that is practical depends on bureaucracy involved in the county,

and the number of teachers who want to try MACOS. Unless the regional

director works with a school system where,he can be selective, he takes

what he can get." .

"We encourage a commitment from the district to use the MACOS

materials to implement the Program. We encourage a team, with at least

one administrator, to come from each school thtrict to the summer institute.

-23-



The team should be strong teachers with good leadership potentiaPand

good relationship with their peers."

"I feel it's the job of the regional director to visit the school

principals and administrators to help create the Support necessary."

"We demand attendance of every teacher at a workshop if she's

teaching the course for the first time. Workshop models and format vary.

We encourage non-MACOS teachers to attend workshops for 'credit. There

should be entrance criteria for teachers to get into MACOS, but why

exclude resistant, traditional teachers?"

Our observations within and among regions did not lead to any

U12Cia;V: ti 1)Li.2C/I cis!:ci:litiz'iLim or treThiily

. wv v -*1 l.C1411.)11 9 ;WaeVer, thai seleUiun, tra;niuy,

and utilization processes and standards are important, can have effects,

and coul d be further investigated.

Our general impression, based on -this brief study, is that the MACOS

curriculum is an extraordinary achievement on a number of counts, but that

knowlidge about its use is presently characterized by a large degree of

indeterminacy or uncertainty and only partial explication of its educational

pl-operties and effects. .

Overall, MACOS appears to have tapped several major trends 'or thrusts

taking place in the social studies domain in particular, and in educational

philosophy in o neral. Within the social studies program at the _elementary

. level, there is a growing thrust toward seeing social studies as a vehicle

for teaching inquiry skills pertinent to later effective citizenship. The

approach described by Massialas and Cox would appear to be an example of
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this thrust.1 There is also a strong trend toward development of

emotional and imaginational growth and coltietehce in the service of educa-

tional objectives, a position exemplified by Richard Jones.2 Underlying

other interests in social studies is the concern with the continued impart-

ing of subject area knowledge in a traditional sense. Yet another set of

trends seems to concern a relationship between social studies and other

areas, such as science. Here there is the position taken by GagnO that

process skills applicable in physical science are readily generalizable to

other areas of science, including presumably the social sciences; however,

Jones proposes the hypothesis tiiat there are essential differences in the

focus of the physical sciences and the social sciences from the point of

View .of the learner, with consequent differences in the nature of &access

and fai lure in the two areas. ,

Massialas, Byron G., and Cox, Benjamin C. Inquiry in Social Studigs.

New York: McGraw. vr, 1966.

2 Jones, Richard M. Fant.avarld Feeling
University Press, 1968.

3 Gagne', Robert M. Psychological Issues
In American Association for the Advancement

Bases of Science--A Process Approach. 1965

in Education. New York: New York(

in Science--A Procelap_roach.
of Science, The Psychological
p. 1-8.
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4
V

SOME CRITICAL FEATuREs pF THE mA S CiARICULUM

These appear to be some of the cri ical features of MACOS that

were expressed directly or indirectly by var ous people in the field.

1. The absence of a textbook as the core material

2. The centril role of films

3. The scope, depth, quality, and applicability of available

materials

4. The pedagogical and educational orientations of the course

5. The training component of past dissemination activities

6. The conceptual structure of tile curriculum; multiple disci-

plines, spiral curriculum design

7. The m1ti-ted46 design

C. Up autahomous, self.contained pickase oharacieristic_

9. The implicit and explicit value orientations

10% The lack of explicit outcome criteria and evaluation

uncertainties

11. Lack of right-wrong answers; teachers no longer experts

12. Appeal to adult frame of reference and intellectual curiosity

13. Group orientation

14. Lack of closure--divergence--and the problem of subsequent

continuity

15. Focus di, humanity,, inter-cul,tural relationships, humanness



_VI

SOME CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING FURTHER

EVALUATION OF -NACOS

After Considerable thought,
examination of a number of aspects

of the present state of affairs with MAC*: and brief exploration of trends

ind issues that seem to be taking shape in social studies education in c

the,elenantary grades, we offer the following classification of possible

courses of action for the Naiional Science Foundation to consider.

1. What are the performalice characteristjcs of MACOS? (i.e. ,

how effective is it? what are its various outcomes?)

a. with students
b. with teachers
c. with schf..,oh.,.

2. What are the performance relationchip, of MACOS to other

curri cul a?

a. social studies
0

b. sci ence
c. other

3. Itat are relationships of dissemination, training, and support

systems to MACOS performance?

4. What are the relationships of VACOS to institutional change?

5. What are the implications of MACOS for other curriculum

development projects or approaches?

6. What are the relationships of different evaluation strategies

to MACOS performance?

Each of these questions will be discussed separately.
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1. Performance characteristics of MACOS (how effective is it?)

There are seven major goals stated for MACOS.1 Of these, six

refer to students as the target group, one refers to teachers. 'The goals

are unspecified in the sense that there are no criteria provided for

deciding whether goals are accomplished, approached, or missed entirely.

Much is left to the teacher to judge. The _a_teiLeLls_t.EvaluationStr now

available should alleviate some of the uncertainties and perplexities so

frequently expressed by teachers. The mant:tal contains'the short content

questionnaires (tests) that were used in the formative evaluation studies of

Hanley, et. al., as well as classroom checklists, interview guidelines,

guidelines for use of creative formats in assessing progress, and checklists

for o1)sctv,!tions.
aro, hoyever, no &clamd priorities

of goals, alLhough it seems clear enou(jh that goals of methods and

attitudes are, generally, of paramount priority.

kt.seems to us that the crucial characteristic of MACOS from the

point of view of performance evaluation is its, duration of one year. It

is a package that assumes no prior preparatibn of pupils and does not neces-

sarily directly connect with subsequent curriculum subjects or units. The

skills and orientations that children are encouraged to develop in MACOS

are presumably relatable to prior and subsequent skills and orientations.

We say presumably since it is by no ieans clear to ms that the procedures and

criteria &re specifiable for ining, evoking, and identifying inqpiry

skills in some ordinal fashion, or in some generalizable fashion from one

subject area to another; or from one tiffe period to another. As Cole and

Education Development Center. Man: A Course of Study pialuation

Strategies. Cambridge, Mass., 1970, p. 12.
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Seferian put it, none man's inference is another man's classification."2

Therels a need for careful'pre-course observation and measure-

ment, as well as for follow-up well beyond the end of the tourse. The

pre-course observation is more than a matter of pre-testing for knowledge,

intelligence, reading achievement, etc. It 'should include establishing

performance trends in social learning behavior, inquiry skills, and attitudes

or interests of children prior to their taking MACOS. The follow-up assumes
4

especial importance under the condition in which children transfer ,to another

school upont-tompletfon of the course, as happens frequently when it is given

in the sixth grade. The presumptions are 1) that the course may have differ-

ent performance characteristics with respect to any or all of its avowed

goals with children of difforent previous hahits and expectations;3 and 2)

1,*

that Lho course will have diiierential. oxtonded consequences according to the

different tates of children beyond the grade in which it is given.4

The time-span of the course(and its implications) is, in our opinion

the single invariant property of MACOS bearing on contin4ing evaluation.5

2
Cole, Henry P.and Seferian, Albert. Analysis of process curricula. In Andreas,

Burton G.,et.al., Research in Process Curricula. Eastern Regional Institute for

Education, Syracuse, New yorI. March, 1970.

3. The Hanley report consistently documented differences in performance be-

tween inner city and suburban children. It called attention to different en-

try characteristics of children in these categories. These are gross categor-
.

ies. No analysis of variations within categoris was made.

4 In each case, extended pre- and post-course observation would bear not only

on questions of differential performance characteristics, but also on questions

of what schools might do before and after the course to maximize its usefulness.

5 There are, to be sure,, other invariaLt characteristics of the package. A

conspicuous one is the absence of a textbook and the centrality of films. The

availability of the films and other materials to teachers as needed may have

Unsequences for morale and performance. Another invariant, as already noted,

is the ,Ice of specific objectives and goals.

* "rt
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There are other characteristics retting to continuing evaluation

that are not immutable or invariant. One, of centralimportance, is the

unfamiliarity of many teachers with the content of the course, and to a

lesser extent, with the pedagogical requiTements and roles. The evidence.-

to date iS that students arc having difficulty mastering cOncepts, and that

the methods of inquiry are neither extending beyond the boundaries of the

course nor enduring. This may be in part a consequence of developmental

limitations of children. Until it can be shown, however, that teachers

have mastered the course conceptually as well as pedagogically, the newne

of the structure of the discipline to teachers has to be considered an

important characteristic in continuing evaluation.6 The implication here

is thL,t the gm:th qualities of teachers need to be examined. This is not

ds straiiih'clor4ard as mighE appcar. Departmentalized teachers in fact may

teach each unit four to five times as frequently-as self-conteined classroom

.
teachers during the same calendar period. Most of the departmentalized

teachers we talked with felt that each succeeding class during the day was

different per se and for the teacher. One or two said that they sometimes

felt like a tape recorder at the end of the day. Teachers in team teaching

situations of one form or another may be more like departmentalized or more

like self-contained teacherk, depending on the arrangement. The potential

difference with team teachers, howevey, in speed of mastery of the course,

is the opportunity to ehgage in more continuous examination of its thrusts

and concepts through exchange of observations, ideas, information, and

opinions.

As Goodlad has noted, elementary'school teachers are typically trained as

generalists. Goodlad, John1I. Direction and redirection for curriculum

change. In Leeper, Rober R., ed. CurriculyELLE221111p.sILTLIE

NEA, 1966, pp. 1-14.
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Another variable charactetistic of the course that has, io our

*opinion, important implications for continuing evaluatibn of performance

is its pedagogical and content linkage with otber.segments of the school

day from the point of view of students. It is not unreasonable to

hypothesize that educational situations that reinforce behaviors, attitudes,

and skills rpinforced in NACOS should enhance at least the generalizable

behavioral and cognitive outcomes of MACOS. This continuity or discontin-

uity of Opportunity, utilization, and reinforcement patferns is not

necessarily correlated with the organization of instruction (i.e., self-

contained; departmentalized; team teaching, etc.).

A third variable that seems especially important is the large

degree of internal flexibility of teaching areangemnts and processes

inhorent in the courL :the course itself is .highly structured wiLh respect

to thc: sequencing of units. The options for proceeding, the pacing, the ,
lop

formation of groups of students, the opportunities for exploiting topics

and issUes of interest that may arise, and so on, all are sources of

variability thtit poteptially bear on perfor:mance of the course. It is this

flexibility obviously that makes it difficult to think of MACOS as a treat-

ment. This characteristic, in our opinion, poses methodological problems

for evaluation compared to which most others seem pale.

A final variable is Ae focus on the grcup as the operating unit

of the course. This is the design consequence of Bruner's concept of the

function of the reciprocally operating group in learning. An implication

of this focus is that, while the individual student is the carrier of the

results of education, the group may be the more appropriate unit for

observing and evaluating some of the results of the course.
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. The preceding points suggest that further evaluation (of

the extent to which the course achieves its, goals., given that they can

be operationally defined), should take into account the prior context

of students',education, the concurrent context, the subsequent contexts,

the teachers' mastry of the course, and-the internal organization and

conduct of the course, as well as the developmental level and abilities,of

students. Further evaluation should also use a variety of measures anciL

observation procedures.

If it were possible to show reliable and operationally meaniqgful

differences in performance
(effediveness) with respect to any or all of

the goals in relation to various operational conditio-ns, on what decisions

would such informtion bear? Fssentially, continuin9 evaluatton would

kRlaI icyJs tj 11%)id169.

about pe'rformance under various conditions of :input and implementation.

It would also relate to some decisions about further curriculum desigm and

development.
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2. What are .the relationships of NACOS with otber curricula in social

studies, and in other subjects or disciplines? .

In the prece4ng discussion, the MACOS package was tieated as a

device as/suctf. The questions arising from this conxept involve what the
-

device does (or mbles people to 'do), under varyivic conditi-ans, and

under varyingtime periods. A second point of view is a consideration

Of MACOS as a member of a class, as an exemplar.of a set. As such, it

can be amined for its class implickions, and it can be examined-comparar

tively in relation to other members of its class.7

Viewed from this perspective, MACOS has certain characteristics

that seem especially important for further evaluation. One is the focus on

mechanisms for survivals or more broadly, on structurrs and functions vis

a vis (.1c,i!ri.:;. A secund, whici) is a corollary of tiL first., is the

rtA,Lls 6UCti o soclal and individual Lehavior dud their relationships to

motives and feelings. Two otnev of particular significance are the

mul ti -madi a desi gn (and the real i sti non-expository nature of the fi lns)

and the extensive array of material in suppdrt of content and teaching

process (including lesson planning and preparation). A final characteristic

-for comparative evaluation is the spiral desi,gn of the curriculum.

The implication of the focus on mechanisms for survival

is that the course has a basic value orientation, or at leasf a criterion

for making judgments; namely, survival. In this respect it is not simply

descriptive. .Therefore, if it were to be compared with other social studies

courses, for example, on whatever measures, it would be appropriate to

consider specifically the role of the underlying value orientation (or the

7 The various classes of which MACOS is a member include process curricula;
inter-disciplinary curricula; student-centered curricula; multi-media curricu-
la; social studies curricula, etc.
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presence or absence of one).

The implications of.the focus on behavior are for the notivating

efficacy of the course, as well as for educational outcomes. The multi-

. media design, diverse leirning materials and spiral design have implica-

tions for measures of efficiency as well as effectiveness: It is possible

that, other things equal, the multi-media design has the effect of broadening

the range of students who achieve particular levels of vocabulary,-concep-

tual mastery, interest, etc. Similarly, the availability of materials

may in fact have effects not only on learning time for teachers, but also

on general acceptance by teachers.

These considerations' suggest possible directIons or forms of

comp71rWv2TeWiluatioW-,. tn complri%ons of Rprformance in

co(;:ii ti

domains.fo

MACOS wit

.
ffe71.iva and behavioral doolains with students, and in similar

teachers as teachers, it would also be appropriate to compare
.

other class exemplars in-terms of scope of effectiveness, ins.611-

ation eff ciency, and implementati'on efficiency. Comparative evaluations

would sup ort or relate to adoption, deploilient, and support decisions atl,

local an state.levels. They would have greater bearing in the long run,

however on curriculum design-and development decisions we believe, and

possibly on decisions concerning teather preparation and in-service training.

'ON
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3.' What is the relationship of MACOS' performance to dissemination,

training, and support?
P

The cluster of Regional Celters established for MACOS has been

extremely important in the success of the curriculum ic date. While there

has !leen substantial variation in approacFamong regions (wi.thin the general

limits of the model set up by EOC), there is ample evidence of the values

of the roles played by the Regional Centers, and of the implications of

4

variations in roles. Yet there are few data readily available bearinj on

4 evaluation of *roles and methods. Only one center has systematically

.collected and analyzed information about the use of thd course by teachers

within its region. There has been wide variation in record-keeping among

centers, and no recvlirewnt and funding for basic data,recording 'related-

to parol,Lers of dissmination, training, and support.

Do dissemination, training, and support affect performance?

,Are there optimum approaches? In what ways do.they depend on characteris-

tics of the receiving and sustaining environments? In Oat ways do they

depend on the curriculum or materials?

Obviously, dissemination affects performance in a trivial sense:

no dissemination, no performance. Beyond that, there are a host of qupstions

about processes of dissemination, adoption,, and support that can eventually
a

be related to performance.8 The need to train eachers to useethe course

seeffs self-evident:. But hpw effective are different traininq models and

methods, with whom? There is evidence that some teachers who go to the

MACOS summer institutes to become teachers of teachers during 'the school

year may not, in fact, follow through with the expected seminars. Is

that because there is inadequate incentive? Inadequate planning and prepara-

See, for example, Carlson, Richard O. Ado tion of Educationalinnovations.

Center for the'Advanced Study of Educational Adm nistration, Universaiia

Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 1965.
4 0
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tion? What is the consequence for the performance of.the curriculum with

teachers as well as with children? What are the consequences for perform-

ance of different adoption processes or modes? So far the coursehti been
r

very successful largely with teachers who have volunteered,to learn and v.

teach it.

What constitutessupport? One teacher with whom we,talke'd specifi-

cally recommended that the regional center should be much more active in

supplying information and literature 6out MACOS utilization, techniques-

and developments. The MACOS newsletter establishEA by ERIE for its-regional

center is one.excéllent form of Such-support. In another case, we.talked

with a district director of social studies who was working with teachers

using MACO onthe problpm of evalwiting discur;sions by studrAlts over

Li:;; nut is a for:ii t) support ior the course. , One principal expressed

avicemn ove ihe LAO: of Alblicity and feedback concerning the use of the

course nationally. Is a form Of support needed here and would it affect

performance? These examples are intended to comic, a range of possibilities
a,

beyond the obvious logistics and supply fornis of support.

Some of the characteristics of MACOS ticat may bc especially related,

or possibly sensitive, to dissemination, training and support strategies and

methods include: .

0 a. the clash of the course with established curricula and with value

systems.

b. the interplay between the highly organized structure of the

course and the reinforcement or encouragement of divergence

among children in its implementation

c. the emphasis an and opportunities fomngagement of emotion

and cognition in children toward educational goals

the shifting or multiple requirements of the roles of the teacher

41
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e. the unpredictable interplay of needs_ and expectations of children

.. with the orientations and requirements of the course

Would evaluation of dissemination, train$ng, and su port systems

,

model5 be feasible at thi! time? Our opinion is that it wo ld be,

perhaps wi#:h speclil arrangawerits With the publisher, Curriculum Development

AssbqatesAx. focs' is dn generalizable yariables and models, the

value of.sych s udy could be great in the long run.

Evaluation bf various adoption, training, and support processes

and' models would reAte directly to adoption and implementation deOsions.

It would also relate to decisions about the requirements of overall

deVelopMent, distribution, and support systdffs in futtire curriculum produc-

lion efforts.

4. Relationshjps of MACOS to institutional change

The curriculum can and does have affects on schools and communities.

,

In the case f IIACOS these have covar-ed a range of reactiOS, frOm highly

positive ("for the first time my youngster is talking at home about what

he's doing in school") to highly negative (concerns about evolution, sex

education, etc., occasionally emerge). Similarly, reactions of teachers,

students., curriculum specialists and others have varied, as one might expect.

There is little evidence that we could detect of institutional

change related to MACOS. There was evidence of changes within school

buildings. The course has led some teachers to challenge the grading system,

at least as applied to MACOS. Other examples of changes stimulated by the

course are further curricular changes for earlier and later grades; changes

in school-home or teacher-parent relations; changes in supply distribution

activities; changes in relationships among teachers; changes in views of

teachers, administrators, parents, etc., of what an educational course is

a



(where is the textbOok? .why don t you have homework in a book?); and so

on. There are also potentially significant changes in the roles of the

teacher and the student. Indeed, this is one of the goals of the course.

But with the possible exception of this )ast point, these are modest changes.,"

coplared with the sweeping institutional changes and reforms so urgently

and increasingly called for. For instance, the course may change the role

ofthe teacher in the classroom,.but it will not Or se affect his status

and role ire-the system. It will not affect the organization of educational

activities, though it conceivably could contribute to redefinitions of

educational goals. Nevertheless, .on a local level some of the impacts of

the curriculum may hav; Mpple effects or synergistic effects over time.

One group at a regional center said it is-expecting too much of

one litL14 FxciFfl stu!ics currictilmi to as!: th;it it hnv2 much instiit

impact. They are alrinct coriainly right. It is cf intcrcct, how:vc.r, to

individual schools, teachers, parents, and others to know more about the

possible secondary and tertiary effects of curricula. Evaluation focussing

on such impacts would provide information relating to decisions concerning

strategies of dissemination, adoption and support locally, and at higher

levels (state, regional, and national).

5. Implications of MACOS for other curriculum development project&

The Man: A Course of Study curriculum can be examined from yet

another perspective. One may explore the implications of the MACOS

project and its outcome for further curriculum design and development

efforts. An evaluation of the curriculum from that point of view would

encompass a much broader set of data than even a comprehensive appraisal

of the course per se.

4 3 _



One knowledgeable director of instruction in a school district

we visited asked how realistic it is to expect teachers to develop courses

during the summer, considdring the time, talents, and resources that went

into MACOS. Does this country need a curriculum .design.and development

gothinery on the sralesaY3 of a space exploration program?

Goodlad has called attention to the direction that curriculum

reform should take.9 What kinds of funds and organizations are needed'

to move in the directions Goodlad has suggested? Wodd.-an analysis of the

MACOS project and curriculum yield information leadng to important decisions

e.

about the investmek of resources7and the creation of new alliances and

inter-organizational arrangements? On a indiv mundane level, there are

implications for curriculum design in the conjunction of content and

teachny rure nd iio. Thole aro, v:Aliously, iEplications in the

multi-radio form of the course, in the inclusion of games, in the forms

and sequences of contrasts, in the completeness of materials specifically

designed and developed around the conceptual structure of the course.

Evaluation of the project and the 'curriculum oriented toward

this issue would bear to some extent on decisions ivvolved in subsequent

design. It would bear most directly on decisions about the allocation and

organization of resources for curriculum change in the social studies and

possibly other areas.

9 Goodlad, John 1., op. cit.
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6. What are the relationships of alternative evaluation strategies to litACOS

performance?

The purpose of the present study was to suggest alternatives for

the National Science Foundation to consider with respect to further evalua-

tion of MACOS. it isappropriate, however, to consider ro-famaient the--

subject of evaluation strategies as such. Let us shift the focus from t4

question of what strategies are appropriate or feasible to the question of

the properties of evaluation models and approaches Ea. se. Let us consider

evaluation models as a subject for rresearch and demonstration, with MACOS

as the occasion or vehicle for the examination of direrent models.

There are several evaluation models currently receiving wide

at IcntiGn. Whi le al 1 evalt;ati on prof ihly hPs to do wi th d ,

different models seem applicable to di Fferent levels of organization,

to have different operational implications, and to have different utilization

characteristics. Stake's transactional model, for example, appears to be

aimed at the immediate operational level--the classroom.10 There are strong

paral lel s between Stake's conception of evaluation.and Jones' descriptions

of experimental lessons in the development of MACOS.11 Stufflebeam's

TO Stake, Robert E. The Countenance of Educational Evaluation.
Teachers Colleoe Record, 68, April, 1967, 523-540. For two applications of

Stake's geteTal mode) , see Chapter 6 by Roland F. Payette and Benjamin C.

Cox (New Dimensions in Evaluation of Social Studies Programs), and Chapter 7

by Irving Morrisett, W.W. Stevens, Jr., and Celeste P. Woodley (A Model for

Analyzing Curriculum liaterials and Classroom Transactions) in Dorothy McClure

Fraser, ed. Social Studies Curriculum Develo ment: Pros ects and Problems.

39th Yearbook. National Council for t e Social Studies, NEA, 1969.

11 Jones, Richard M. op. cit.
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C1PP model12 focuses on dbroader operational sequence and seems to lead

to a wider range of decision-making levels. Provus' mode113 appears most

applicable to decision-making at the level of the school district. This is

S.

not intended to be a comprehensive survey of evaluation models.14 The

----pciut-is_that there are a number of alternative models with varying focuses

and varying presumed operating characteristics. The MACOS curriculum, we

suggest, could provide a vehicle for exercizing or examining several'

alternative evaluation models for the purpose of clarifying their utility

and operating characteristics.

The curriculum is no longer in a developmental stage. Funding

decisions concerning research and development of that particular curriculum

are ovnr. nut the implemmtation, uaintenance, and improvemmt decision-

situations have really just begun. Furthermore,. mos is sufficiently

large and costly to have extensive educational and administrative consequences.

Stufflebeam, Daniel L. Evaluation as Enlightenment for Decision-

haking. Columbus, Ohio: Evaluation Center, The Ohio State University, 1968.

See also: Stufflebeam, Daniel L. Toward A Science of Educational Evaluation.

Educational Technology, July 30, 1968, 5-12; and Cuba, Egon G., and

Wifflebeam, Daniel L.; Evaluation: The Process of Stimulating, Aiding and

Abetting Insightful Action. Columbus, Ohio: EValuation Center, The Ohio State

Uni versi ty , 1968.

13 Provus, Malcom. The Evaluation of Ongoing Programs in the Public School

System. In Tyler, Ralph W., ed., Educational Evaluation': New Roles, New

Means, National Society for the Study .of Educatron. Chicago: UniversiTy of

Chicago Press, 1969.

14 hers,e.g., see Evaluation For Administrative Action. Journal

of Research and Development in Education, Vol. 3 (4), Summer, 1970, passim.

-Also, Stake, Robert E. 'esting in the Cvaluation of Curriculum Development.

Review of Educationa Research, Vol. XXXVIII, No. 1, February, 1968.
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Yet it is sufficiently delimited to be readily observable. It is presently

being used in a wide range of environments; there t%ill in all likelihood

be greatly increased adoption of it in the next few years.

The question posed here is', in what ways do various evaluation

"POSliA

models or strategies affect MACOS performance? While an appropriate measure

.of effectiveness of evaluation Inocesses is their influence on decisions

Aat whatever level), these decisions will relate to the utilization and

effectiveness of the curriculum in one respect or anothei-. Some evaluation

models, especially those that are aiowedly system analytically oriented, base

their claims for utility in part on the power of feedback loops. An important

question about such models is, what are the operating characteristics of such

loc'sY iidiJ z1Lowls. hur,: is nced to explicate planned or

pizunitd feudbda loops to improve the usefulness of educatilonal evaluatiOn.
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VII'

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES OR APPROACHES

in this final section we shall discuss specific approaches to

further evaluation of MACOS. We shall offer at least some analysis of'

theadvantages and limitations of each.

In the preceding section we discussed briefly six evaluation

issues or categories of questions about MACOS. Here we shall be concerned

with three major alternative approaches to further evaluation:

1. absolute evaluation--eyaluation of the performance characteris-

tiCs of the curriculum.

2. comparative evalUation of the curriculum

3. systemic evalimtioncvaluiltion of the systems affected bY

or related to the curriculum (this incorporates points 3-6 in the prpreding

section).

These are not mutually exclusive choices, necessarily. Comparative

evaluation subsumes absolute evaluation (or at least aspects
*.

of absolute evaluation). Either absolUte or comparative approaches could

include systemic evaluation. Welhink there are advantages, however,

in considering them separately.

48
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Absolute Evaluation of MACOS

MACOS was not designed according to a planned structure of specific

behavioral objectives. It'seems characteristic of curricula desi§ned to

facilitate'open:ended teaching rather than goal-directed teaching) It has

seven goals that can be operationalized. There are 65 units, each capable

of being evaluated. There are test items th4t have been used in the forma-

. tive evaluation of the curriculum, and which can be used.to measure certain

goal achievements. The iteffs are few in 'number, and it is not at all clear

how they sample the universes to Which they belong. They are highly specific

to the content of the course,. Norms are available for the Animals section,

but not for the Netsilik section. The questions for that section are

intc,nd.al to Ir.: diivostic ror the tu,ich:Jr, not Mikin9 rkfvices.

Thc cw.TuA0orz, during IIACOS':developcnt, lit04 EA,Leusive use or hiLerviewiny

as a data gathering technique. They have provided teachers with construc-

tive guidelines for using the same methods themseives.

Further appraisal of the curriculum, using as a minimum 'the methods

and instruments employed in the formative evaluations, is obviously

feasible, depending on the criteria of reliability and precision one sets.

Our investigations have led us to suspect that further study designed to

replicate Hanley's work will eventually show, perhaps more elaborately

and in more readily interpretable form, that Hanley's results, both pro

Cf. Lee S. Shulman dnd Evan R. Keislar, eds. ke_srry.
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966. See especially the eifft6Fir-S-6611-driiing

comments about curriculum developent, pgs. 186-1904
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and con, are substantially reliable with respect to outcomes for students

.and some aspects of teaching style or technique And classroom management.

More instruments and items could be developed to yield more

explicit andlnanipulatable measures of MACOS goal-related behaviors.

Thes-F-coul-d-and-probab-11-- should
4-nc-1-ude- some_ pexformance tasks to be under-

taken by groups or classes of childreq, as well as measures of individuals.

Categories of possible outcomes of MACOS, even in a non-comparative

evaluation, could and no doubt should be extended insoftr as observati

,is concerned. Cronbdch's suggested list serves as a useful starting p int

for such an extension.2 It is not clear, however; that developmeht of' an

evaluation mouel based on arrays and hierarchies of specific behavioral

goals Dnd goal criteria would be an undc2rtaki ng worth doing for NACOS. The

elegant model developed for Process appiied to a

curriculum with a theoretical base and content quite different from MACOS.

There of course must be criteria for categorizing observations, and, in

§ome cases, ordering degree or quality of complex behaviors such as hypothe-

sizing, generalizing, listening to others; and so on. There are instruments

",

2 Cronbach, Lee J. The logic of experiments on discovery. Ch. 5 in

Shulmp and Keislar, op. cit.

3 AAAS Commission on Science Education. ScienceA Process A roach:

An Evaluation Model and Its Application. Second Report AAAS Miscel aneous

Publication 68-4., 1968. Note incidentally, the discussion of risks,

uncertainties, and potential values of this evaluation approach. (p.34-37)
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available that enable observers to rate the occurrence of particular forms

of be,iavior, or the operations presumed to intervene.beiween stimulus and

beha4ior. Criteria for classifying and rating res.ponses-can be.applied to

interviews and to the interpretation of paper and pencil test items.

Measures of performance for MACOS-ifith aiTdren can-be strut:tura-into

hierarchys of impact value in the following sense;

1. Acquisition: rate of occurrence and/or quality of particular

dimensions or kinds of knowledge, skills, or attitudes

(question posing, adta gathering, categorizing)attitudes,

orientations, concepts-, models, etc.)

Lateral transfer or extension: amount and kind of application

of concepts, ideas, orientations, methods, behavior, attitudes

to concerns, sittntions,.or topic.s other than those of tht-,

courL dLicing invovold,fit in 1h3 course

3. Retention beyond involvement in the course: recall of or sayings

time in.relearning vocabulary and information, concepts,

methods, etc.

4. Longitudinal transfer, extension, incorporation, or

elaboration: amount and kind of-application or continuity

of use of content, concepts, methods, behavior, orientations,

attitudes, etc. beyond involvement in the course

The stated MACOS goals refer only to the first level. The

presumptIon, however, is that there will be other, more enduring payoffs

such as those implied in the second and third levels and explicated in the

fourth. In effect, acquisitionoextension, and application (broadly) of

knowledge, skills and/or attitudes, each conceived broadly also, may be

viewed as a rough scaling of effectiveness that applies, potentially,to

any course. It also applies to the effects or impact of the course on

teachers.

Any evaluation study interested in the third and fourth levels
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of effect or impact-with respeCt either to teachers or students must be

longitudinal. It must extend at least a year beyond the presentation of

'the course, and .preferably several years.

MAUS is intended to be a process-oriented curriculum. Like
^

most other terms,'Immis ambiguous in that it has a number of simul-

taneous referents. Children may learn hypothesis generating, exploring and

testing processes, a family of behaviors referred to by vArious people

as inquiry methods, research methodologies, etc. The means by which children

learn or are taught such processes constituto another family of behaviors

that generally include the teacher in one or more roles, functions, or

capacities. What contingencies or functional relationships ( in Stake's

tolls 4 cxist (1,2tvg,cn thr,so tWO fim ines of procc!.ses is on copirical

matter that could be examined by various evaluative as well as research

studies. The nature of these relationships was, to be sure, one of the

central-relationships of the conference on Learning by Discovery.5

If evaluation of the performance characteristics of MACOS as

such is to yield more informaticH than is already available in the Hanley

report, it should'include consideration of at least the following:

General Design Requirements

1. Repeated observation over a period of at least three ,years of

the same populations of students, teachers, schdols and school

systems, The need for follow-up with students is apparent

from the Haniey'report; the need for follow,up with-teachers,

Stake, Robert E., op. cit.

Shulman and Keislar, op. cit.
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.schools, and systems was apparent from the nfonnal information

gathered Oy this sttu(y.

ExplicitattentiOn to different prior, parallel, and subsequent

instructional' program!, organizitions of instruction and

pedagogical cirientationá and styles to alpich children studying

FiACOS ere _exposed., .

..---

.
Explicit atterition to the.processes of adoption bf the curric-

,

ulum and the trainftig-and support -of teachers. i

Documentatidn of the Variations in-oals and expettationswif

teachers and school systems *for the couree,. 'illeY vary; and-
.

the explication of congruenas (again in Stakerterms)

expectations an'd ottComes'or df goals and examination ciThents

4 (in Scriven's terms6) is an important output of an absdiute

evaluation. There is a logical dilemma hew*-e; in'that specific

criteriii are not estoblif,hed in'operational term% for

MACOS, other than those implicit in.the content questionnaire.

An appropriate strategy, ; unaer such a ci mums tance woul d be to

measure as many outcome vari abi es as possible in order to exami ne

di fferenti al. rel ationshi ps of *goal expectancies and outcomes.

Inclusion of. a variety of outcoMe meaures. Theré,:should be

measdies 'of primar9, secondary", and tertiary efte,cii (again in

Scriven's terms) as implied in' the precedini points. But there

should also, to the extent Possible, be several forms of

measurement of the same variables, especially with respect to

performance f children. Methods shoul d include cl ass room

observation, pAper and pencil tests, rating scales, interiiews,

and possibly the use 'of standardized.group. tasks or projects.

Different methods will per-mit measurenent of similar kinds of

behavior'an4 competency under different task conditions. The

Scriven, Michael. The Methodology of Evaluation. In Perspectives of

Curriculum Evaluation., AERA Monograph Series on Curriculum Evaluation, No. 1,

cago: gRancrirdfirry, 1967. Examination content would here have to refer to

content of interviews, paper" and pencil tests, attitude scales and, other

methods of observing and measuring course goal-related achievements and

behavi or.



conclusiont one may draw -abbut the aciuisition of, say,

-inquiry skills, however .defined, 'from responses to a paper

and.pencil test may not be the -same as *those drawn from the

obprvation éf the same groups 'of children responding to a

structurally.siailae problem ip an extended group problem

solving situatioh, or in an,interview.

4
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Specific Design and Methodological Considerations

The preceding requirements delineated general sets of independent

and dependent variables, as well as general observation periods. It is

not our intention to suggest specific designs and methodologies within.

the framework of absolute evaluation. It is appropriate, however, to note

some design and methodological considerations for National Science

Foundation to include in choosing among subsequent courses of action,

qf which absolute evaluation is one.

1. Selection of schools, teachers and students for study.

We assume that the general question of interest in an absolute

.evaluation is, what does the course do with various kinds of students under

v&riou ty1-1 and ct,ndiliol:s oi odoplim and arplic:iticm? There orn

essentially WO kinds of coaparisons of interest; within subjects (students,

teachers) over time,and among treatments (different organizations of instruc-

tion, types of teaching, types of schools, etc). It is unlikely in the

extrewe that there can be random assignment of schools, teachers or students

to MACOS in anything ether than occasional local experiments. Furthermore,

inasmuch as the curriculum is only just beginning to be disseminated

ane adopted on a competitive basis nationally, any sample of schools and

school systems chosen for inclusion in a study at time t (say, this

calendar year) has an indeterminate relationship to all schools or systems.

We suggest that an appropriate strategy is to try to define a

current universe of using school systems, based on information available

from the Regional Centers, EDC, and CDA, listing as well as possible the

systems and schools meeting one or more conditions or levels of independent

variables of interest." Then draw from this pool to the extent possible.

This could be done within a single region, as presently constituted, with

probably little practical loss of generality other than variations in



conditions and 'types Of training. for use of 'the course, and with consider-

able gain in access and reduction in cost. We hypothesize ,that the main

loss would be in the face validity of results, based on the assumption

that there is apt to be more variatiOn within than betwt:en regions for

most interesting variables related to the course.

Another strategy is simply to construct clusters of schools and

classrooms meeting eligibility criteria on various conditional variables.

This is in effect the approach used by the EDC evaluators.7

2. Size of the study

There is no simple way of designatipg the appropriate size of

a study until one gets down to specific hypotheses and designs and

Ilwve choiur, znmrci units of analyE-i:;. For

some hypotheses schools may be the appropriate milts. for others.slassroomq.

and for others, students. When absolute evaluations are congidered, it

will be well to consider two additional factors in determining the size

of the study:

a. follow-up with students in periods after their involvement

in MACOS may be very costly if attempt is made to trace

students associated with particular classrooms;

b. in a longitudinal study one can expect the attrition of

tea:hers as well as students to be high; in some schools

attrition may run on the order o'f 15 percent a year for

teachers and two to three times that or more for students.

7 It was also, as far as we can tell, the method of the ERIE researchers

who are investigating process curriculum installation problems. See

Andrulie, "ichard S. Variables Affecting Installation, In Andreas, Burton G.

et.al., Research :nto Process Curricula. Eastern Regional Institute for Educa-

11-67Syacuse, N.Y., March IT/O.
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We suggelt that tf absolute evaluations ake the form of in-depth anatyses,

smh as-hose implicit in Joyce's forthcoming report8.1 something on the

order of'twenty to thirty teachers may be quite-sufficient. Otherwise

we would expect that numbers of teachers up to an order of magnitude

greater than that will be needed.

Implementation Mechanisms

There are several mechanisms or vehicles for conducting a

longitudinal evaluation. Each has its advantages and. limftationi.

Mechanisms that National Science Foundation cbuld consider include:

1. providing a grant to an institution or agency (presumably

a university or university-affiliated center or agency) to

conduct a specified study

providing reduncLint or suppiomentary.grants to several such

agencies either to replicate specific studies or,to conduct

complomentary studies

3. setting up a MACOS evaluation project agency to conduct studies.

4. extending the capabilities of oue or more of the present

regional centers to include a research and evaluation function

5. collaborating with other agencies (United States Office of

Education; National Council of Social Studies,etc)to establish an

evaluation project center, system or commission.

We shall not undertake a detailed analysis of these alternatives which

apply to other evaluation approaches to be discussed below. The following

remarks are intended'simply to indicate some pros and cons of various

mechanism.

Joyce, William W. MACOS: A Report from the Inner City. Interim report

for Elenentary Education Supplement, NCSS. (In press).
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It is likely that tile most economic wechanisiuwouldbé 1 1 or

2. Either of these has the Advantage pf providing i centralized control

of th,e entire process of specific studies. They have potential limitations

in'availability of technical people at irregular ptrioda during the'acedemic
F

year. In general, however, either option reprlsents a minimum investment

and would thus seem to be appropriate vehicles if NSF envisions further_

evaluation as a terminal activity. If, however, provision of continuous
4

and useful feedback to participating or cooperating schools is important

to NSF, this is potentially the least effective mechanism unlesi special

provisions are made.

Option # 3 has the advantages of the first two, plus, the advantage

of continuom concentration of resources and ef7ort. It has the advantage

of providing a focal point for feedback, and for.the coordination of further

development work, especially with respect to methods of measurement and

. instrumentation. Especially if NSF sees the ultimate aim of further

evaluation as producing information for more curriculum development projects,

an argument can be made that this option, or the fifth, are the most

attractive mechanisms. The third option has the disadvantage, we think

(but do not know), of greater investment costs than the first or second

options. It also duplicates the cAnabilities, or potential capabilities, of

already existing centers and agencies elsewhere: It could als( lack objectivity.

The fourth option has a number of advantages. The regional centers

have been the dissemination and training arms of the MACOS project. They have

access to schools and to university resources. In the case of the ERIE center,

'there hoc en an active and impressive data gathering and feedback operation,

even under the minimal funding available.

The disadvantage that comes most readily to mind is the essential

conflict of interest in co-locating a farmal evaluation functign
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with a dissethination and training function. Regional centers are, after

all, in the business of disseAnating-MACOS and traintng teachers. If..

the essential aim of an absolute evaluation is to delineate the various

achievenents that the curriculum can have under various conditions, as

Bruner has urged9, then appendingn evaluationfunction-to the centers seem

appropriate. Otherwise, and with no imputations concerning the integrity

and objectivity of regional center staffsIthe evaluaion function should be

kept separate from the operational functions, in Ciur opinion.

A combination of options 4 3 and # 4 could conceivably counteract

the conflict of interest problem. Even if option #4 were selected, it

would be necessary to have a coordinating and directing office or agency

to provide unirorid spocifictiens and to iissnro comparability of results.

The motiii here would be semLning like bond dnd Wkstra's Cooperative

Research Project in reading:10 though.probably smaller in scale.

The fifth option has a number of obvious advantages, especially

if NSF sees itself moving more broadly into.further curri:culum development

in the social studies, or into projects witii a potential for institutional

,change. There are already those who are calling for large-scale, federally

funded programs to manage research and development related to thinking

47

skills and processes comparabTh to the Right to Read program.11 Goodlad

9 Brun r, Jerome S. Some Elements of Discovery. Ch.VII in Shulman and

Keislar, op. cit., p. 113.

10 Bond, Guy L., and Dykstra, Robert. Coordinating Center for First Grade

Reading Instruction Programs. Final Report, Project No.X-001, Contract. No.

0E-5-10-264, Feb., 1967. ERIC ED-013-714.

11 Lundsteen, Sara W. Critical Listening and Thinking: A Recommended Goal

for ru: aesearch. Journal of Research and Develo ment in Education.

Vol.3 (1), Fall, 1969TM:in.
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recentlY called for broader, more coordinated efforts in curriculum im-

provement and reform.12 Although this option is more germane to compar.ative

or systemic'evaluations than to absolute evaluations, it is not altogether

inappropriate for consideration here. Its disadvantages are ea&y to imagine,

if not verify. They include cumbersomeness, problem& of inter-agency coordin-

ation, and, perhaps, from the NSF point of view, abrogation of competitive

interests and advantages.

There are otber cnceivable mechanisms, to be,sure. We thilik

these are the principa ones likely to be considered.

Ob ective and offs
41'

Stake ended his now classical paper on the countenance-of educa-

tional evaluation with five questions that ou9ht to be answered before 'under-

taLii! 6 401.;i:1 0\11,116,1 i-uur ur th I v apply to cousidc,ri.a.ion of

'absolute evaluation cat MAWS.

.1. Is it to be primarily descriptive, judgmental or both?

2. Is it "to emphasize the antecedent conditions, the transactions,

or the outcomes alone, or a combiliation of these, or their

functional contingencies?"

3. Is it "to indicate the congruence between what is intended

and what occurs?"

Is it "intended' more to further the development of curricula

or to help choose among avail ble curricula?" 14

We have already Suggested that abs lute evaluation of MACOS would

seem to relate mainly to adoption and implem ntation decisions by schools,

and to certain decisions concerning future c rriculum design and

development.
Realistically:it would seem that the emphasis of an absolute

Goodlad, John I., op. cit.

13 Stake, Robert E. op. cit.

14 Stake's other questionis this to be a 'comparative evaluation?--

is answered in this discussion by definition.

60
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evaluation of a curriculum that does not have specific performance standards

or objectives should be descriptive. It should probably emphasize antecedent

conditions and outcomes if it *I's to serve the purpose of contributing to

adoption decisionsLan urgent objeCtive, 6iven time lags-and other

considerations. Otherwise, it should probably emilhasize functional contin-

gencies among the three. This would yield information supporting both

course improvement strategies and decisions as well as, possibly and more

remotely, further.curridulum design decisions. Indications of congruences

between intentions (goals) and what occurs would seem to relate to decisions,'

tr

concerning curriculum design, and to disiemination and installation methods

and practices.

It would appNr that ihe inyoffs for NSF of one or another form

of abse uLo evdluaLiod of 1' ,COS hinge to an extent on how it views its role

vis d vis the curriculum. If it wants to assure that the curriculum whose

development it has sponsored receives maximum support and assurance of

effective and continued use, then an absolute evaluation approach is

probably the best vehicle. If it sees its r.ole as spawning further curric-

ulUm projects in the social studies, then absolute evaluation may.or may

not be the most productive or appropriate for obtaining necessary information.

It may well not bear on the decisions NSF wants to make. In either case,

there will of necessity be long lead times. They can be reduced to some

extent by interim reports. In the case of the first role, however, there

must be special consideration of the feedback loops and feedback forms ahd

formats between study and users.

61
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Comparative Evaluations

'The conclusion seems abligatori that comparative evaluation,

mediated or not; is the method of choice for evaluation pioblems
15

.We startdd this study with the presOMption that comparative evaluation was

the next logical and necessary step in evaluation of MACCS.. Hanley's

formative evaluations included comparison groups. Would not a useful

further appraisal involve extension of the comparisons made in Hanley's

studiesT

The problem is, what are meaningful comparisons? The criterion

of meaningfulness ought to be that the comparison leads to or is germane

to decisions of general consequence. It is not clear in this instance 4e.

what such docisions mi9ht be. lo adopt VACOS imtoad of sc c! other-social

studies curriculum? To launch another large-scale development project?

To modify the MACOS curriculum? To use more multi-media curticula? To

develop more inter-disciplinary curricula? To develop more task or goal

oriented curricula? Perhaps the real issue is methodoloOcal. Can

meaningful- comparisons be made without actively manipulating some experi-

mental variables? Scriven's engaging discussion of prattical control

4roup evaluation uses examples in which the evaNator has the power to

manipulate some interesting independent variable.. Hanley's comparisons

P

were drawn from targets of opportunity, so to speak. Is it likely that the

use of selected in vivo contrasts can,ever be anything other than suggestive?

This line of analysis quickly becomes an analog of the inquiry process

students are being taught. The differences are the time scale,

15 Scriven, Michael, op. cit. Scriven's position is, basically, that

evaluation eventually is the judgment of worth or merit. This position is

applicable to absolute evaluation, but it clearly gains in feasibility by

comparative evaluation.
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the presumed need to make.practical decisions, and the morCdi$Oatate,-

relationships of those engaged in the process.

The basic issue of cOmparative evaluationin field settings is

what reallyjs being compared. Hanley, et. al., made comparisons of

attitudes of children in MACOS and non-MACOS social studiet courses, and of

interview responses of MACOS and a limited number of non-MACOS teachers.

Their other independent variable was type of school system. 'They did not

attempt to compare social siudies programs as such, not did they attempt to

measure cognitive or behavioral outcome variables directly. Their findings

of different reactions of childrenrwithin MACOS treatment grorps suggest
4

*that there may well be pupil-program-pedagogy interactions of importance.

But the restricted range of outcome variables explored licross treatnrJnt

it difficu'a L cv udL' L siviiicamfe of the findirys
11

withlh Life EACOS groups.
16

Comparative evaluations are notoriously treacherous, especially if

they cannot employ true experimental control. Comparisons of intact groups
r

observed in natural settings are subject to a variety of interpretational

hazards when it comes'to making attributive gtatements. Unfortunately, how-

ever, complete or even constrained or restricted randomization of assigpments

is unfeasible on a large scale at this point.in time. (It might have been

feasible during the development stage of MACOS.) We shall discuss explanatory

experimental courses of action later, but in the present context we do not

belie'Ve true merimental comparative-evaluation is a feasible model. Never-

theless, MACOS has,goals that are similar to the goals of other programs;

or it seeks to stimulate skIlls, behavior, and attitudes, both in,teachers

and stddents, that may or could occur with other programs. Only comparative

evaluation will help identify and clarify similarities and differences., If

a comparative evaluation is to yield more in.formation than is already avail-

able in Hanley's study and if it ,is not experirental, it shoufd consider 'at

16
These pointsjere not at all intended,to denigrate Haniey's extraordinarily

thorough, informdtive, and crealive formative studies.

a
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_least the folloin

Genet:al Design Requirements

Most are simdlar to those for absolute evaluation.-

1. Should include repeated otiservations of the same student,

.
teacher, and school populations for at least three years. This

A.

is especially important with,respect to NACOS teachers, who

- face the task of learning a new curriculum.

2. Should tnclude ci variety of prior, concurrent and subsequent

organizations of instruction, educational orientations, and

demographic settings, both for-MACOS and non.:MACOS groups. ,

Thii obviously could easily result in a huge number of combina-

tions of variables. It-would probably be most appropriate to

select clusters of schools and programs wtthin geographically

and demographically similar areas. This wobld permit a-number

of'specific sub-comparisons, in addition to aggregate ones.

3. There should be a variety of specifically selected comparison

social studies programs. lhat is; rather than MACOS yersus

hôn4ACOS, comparisons should be made, say, for fourth, fifth,

or sixth grade students in program A, program 13, program e,,etc.

Comparison groups sho0d include the best or most innovative

social studies programs availabl-e. The risks of this are obvious, )

and they serve.to clariiy the choices involved in comparative

evaluations. One could.test sevval curricula, including

MACOS, under contPolled and experimental conditions,"using the

best and most motivated teachers possible. This would lead to

statements of high precision, but of uncertain application. Or

I

one can do what is,smggested here: seek performance measures

for several conrasting curricula obtained under natural conditions.

This wjll lead to statements of uncertain precision and greater

applicability. For example, it should lead to statements of the

following form:
4

x percentag of MACOS children in the lower (middle

upper) third of the class in inner city fifth grad_s

showed evidence in interviews of using a variety of

64
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Sburces of information in gathering data portaining

to certain questions, compared wtth it percentage of ,

chiThren in'non-MACOS Vrogram A (B,C, etc.).

Such stateMents will not explain anything; they will simply

depict what one may expect to find on the average under various

condi Moils of utilization. One reason for suggesting that

observations be made in relation to the same schools and teachers

to-the extent possible over a period of several years is to

obtain a measure of the stability of such statements over time,

Statements of the sort suggested above can 136 amplified to in-

clude more conditions or to refer to more specific sub-groups. t,

They would also apply to follow-up observations with samples of

children in subsequent years.

4. There should be a variety of outcome measures across programs.

There aço three ha,..ic problem,* here. One is that thero should

c!.1!)cr Ofl ue- ..2,01,U125 ri1LL:2d Lo each of th0 SCL:11 NACUS

goals. 1u a cpcond is th;lt nnt ell s6cia1 stvdies'prram!

necessarily share the same goals, or Would accept the same

evidenee'or criteria of goal behavior. The third is that content

and concepts differ among,programs. The measurement and instru-

mentation problem is central and probably poses the major dilemma

and choice for continuing evaluation of MACOS whether absolute

or comparative.

There should be no serious problem in cm:II:ling or constructing

generalized attitude scales and activities checklists for administration to

students and teachers, regardless of program or,curriculum. Similarly,

there are scales
tflat.observers% including teachers, can use to rate the

extent to which'students demonstrate evidence o'f parWcular cognitive skills

prestmably relatedoto inquiry'processes; inductive thinking, and so on.

There are classroom interaction checklists or scales that are independent

,of course content, including those used in Hanley's studies. Sets of
.

ndn-ontent specifit items could be used to obtain measures of performance.
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across programs. Some *tens or scalei will vary in their application ta

e
e

different courses and classes: At leastythe categori4k of behaviors or

psychological functions presumably measurdd by different items may be more

or less consistent with the caiegories of behaviors,or functions devel'oped
e

by this or that course. -But surely the reason 1Rg. making.copparisqns "is

to obtain some indication of what MACOS'children, for example, are likely

'to do in relation to what non-MACOS children do on the same measures.

Interviews could be develorPd to ascertain whether children Who have

had MACOS are more likely to give evidence of-having applied what they

learned, or maintained an interest,germane to the course outside the

classroom, than children in other social studies courses. There is, however,

no convincing way that we can see of directly comParing concept or knowledge

ntLairint, an0 court,cs ;flowing

alence of difficulty AnA/or ft!nctionP1 equiva)crx:z ef potcticc. #

This argument does not apply t$ such MAUS goals, however operation-

alized, as encouraging "children to reflect upon their awn experiences," or

AI 1

17
to "...legitimize he. search. Here it would seem to be precisely whether

or not children in 1ACOS are likely to give more evidence of these (implied)

behaviors than children in other social studies courses that is of interest.

By the same token, if there are generalized skills, attitudes, and behaviors

. or processes that are stimulated and promoted in other social studies

projects, it would be reasonable to ask to what extent they occur in MACOS

children, intended or. otherwise.

; Choice of measures and instruments, be they paper and pencil tests,

IT---El'cr'ion Development Center. Man: A Course of Study Evaluation

Strategies, op. cit., p. 12.
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observeeratings, ipterviews with individuals or with groups, assignment

of group protects, use cif creative formatsetisantcripts of class discussions

or whatever, is important -on two counts. One is technical, the other 'cost.

If there is the need for a variety of measures, and we believe there is,'

one is faced with the decision either to administer what could amount to

substanti al.tztterfes to groups Nhildreh and/or classes, or to administer

samples of i tons from different sets. The latter is Ot la better choice,

since wi th the possible exception of certain follow-up observations of

children, we presume the aimparattve questions of interest apply to groups,

not individuals. To our knowledge, however, there are not sufficient item

pools aVaiIable from which to draw for measures of applicable cognitive

or pv) (crni sv 1 Ino. It br:! ry-2caly to (-:ziw

them, perhaps after the fashion of thP Patipnl Prcoesm,nt Program

large and costly undertaking, or to patch together a battery of instruments

for application at different points during the year and thereafter. The_

battery would probably have to be limited in scope to,be at all attr:ac(iye to

participating schools, and to avoid extravagant administration.and processing

costs.

The choice, then, aPPears to be between 1) a large scale instrument

development activity for measuring or observing development in children of

cognitive (including imaginal), emotional and behavioral skills, and oriekta-
f

tions related to soci.al studies, and 2) the use of a limited set of instruments

of uncertain reliability , and adequacy. The first would perhaps be of most .

value in the field of elementary social studies in the long run. It is:

difficult,,however, to see how a large scale effort would be justified simply 0'

to permit, inittally, comparative evaluation of MACOS. The latter is
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fe4kIble, althoUgh it will surely yield the.more equiiofal results..

As a final comment, ft should be apparent that the preceding

analysfs applies grimarily to the"Measurementiof effects.on children.

MeasureST-RoOpuft i4ith"respect to
tedb4zrsl.schoc;Ts and communities seem

4

less problematic, although here too theoretical and-methodologidal problems

can easily become severe and costly.

Amcific Destgntequirements

1. Selection of pro6rams'or curri.cu1a.

Given the kinds comparative stAtecients we have suggested, it

is desirable to d w semples of each comparisonvpr6gram from

knownpopulations but there probably is not enough available

information to do that. It would probably be necewry to sample

amono nnd,within r,chool dislricts on geographic and dembgraphic

Lv:13 o' cnIp,gtnc i:i.- cul,pLrotiun ut

schools and teachcxs may be difficult. if not jmpossikle _in somc3

cases. This approach does not preclude inclusion of cross-subject

kariations in settings; e.g., MACOS and some other curricultm

in conjunction with and not in conjunction with other process-

oriented curricula Such as Science--A Process Approach: It

would be More appropriate to study that sort of interaction

separately, however, that is, in separate studies.

2. Size of the study

This will probably turn out to depend on the size of the

differences one would like to detect, and on the extent to

which it is deemed desirable and feasibleto make observations

in classrooms or otherwise to collect data during a school year.

It is our opinion that detailed observations of processes or

transactions are neither feasible nor necessary for the form of-

comparative evaluation discussed here. We have assumed that the

relationships of primary interest are betwen input and output.

Sample sizes also must be planned with attrition in mind.
,

Attrition here, as with absolute evalutaion, refei-s to pupils,

teachers, and programs.
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Imalementation Mechanisms

There are no obvious differences in choices from those discussed

earlier, with the following possible exceptions. If the study is to be

very large (e.g., 1,000 teachers), there may well be some advantage in

establishing a MACOS evaluation project agency or collaborating with other

agencies. This would also be true if it were decided to pursue an extensive

instrument development course.

Objectives and Payoffs

Results of comparative eva)uations would seem to bear most directly

on adoption and continuation decisions at the school district and, conceiv-

ably, state levels They would eso, logically, bear more directly on

occisit (A-,11cc,roi curri (Om deFirq nd (12vnlcr.T-nt.. Npendinn on

the masures ritade and on the outcomes, it is possible th.at results would

have a bearing on decisions about in-service training and support.

The payoffs for NSF would appear to be principally the fulfillment

of a complete development cycle and the development of further scientific

knowledge about process-oriented curricula in the social studies. Results

of a comparative evaluation m4y be useful for future decisions about

curriculum improvement projects. As noted ezrliqr, however, lead times will

be long, even with annual reports of resblts.

Should NSF elect to undertake major development of instrumentation

wr measurement in the social studies, the payoff could be an interesting

indirect form of course improvement regardless of curriculum. It was our

observation, admittedly very limited, that the measurement and evaluation

of students' progress in MACOS, at least, was a source of major uncertainty

or ambiguity to teachers, and to others, from one frame of reference. If

instruments and guidelines were available, they could be of use. This is not
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in the least to suggest that fine teachers are not fully capable of eval-

uating their work with their students. They are, however, dealing with

functions whibh, despite the technology of behavioral objectives, are not

well understood or explicated. They are dealing with enormously complex

patterns of behavior. Possibly aids in recognizing, classifying, and

evaluating them would be quit6.welcome.18

We have taken the position that a true experimental comparison on

a large scale is not a feasible alternative. This in no way precludes the '

feasibility of-one or more localized true experiments. We suggest, however,

that while th internal validity of such experiments may be high, external

validity is a t to be very uncertain unless* the local experiments are

rep:Dated 0171 a rpnc !:? of settinns.and poulatiols. In that

it i di cult to I q ablc: to inylement cooarison curricula

satisfdctorily. 1everth61ess, we do not wish to suggest that we consider

true experimental comparative evaluations impossible. True experiments

hold the greatest hope for yielding explanatorY statements or hypotheses.

We shall return to suggestions for experimental research and evaluation

running parallel to a larger study following the next section (see Explan-

atory Studies, p.70-71).

The recently published booklet on evaluation techniques for MACOS

(Man: A Course of Study. Evaluation Strategies) should be of great help to

many teadiers in ibis respect.
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Systemic Evaluations

We have groupe under the heading of systemic evaluations studies

whose focus is one or more of the various models, channels, mechanisms,

procedures, arrangements, or organizational consbequences of the dissemina-

tion, adoption, and support of MACOS. There ls no sharp.boundary between

systemic evaluation, thus conceived, and curriculum evaluations, absolute

or comparative. Ultimate criterion measures of performance will, theoreti-

clIy, be the same in all cases. Intermediate criteria of effectiveness

and efficiency will differ, however. Consider the difference between the

following questions:

How effective is the curriculum in "devolopring] in youngsters

"

a p ,
irtf:!!;:1

vi Lt i uq proyram in developifig

in teachers skill to promote the question-posing process in children?

In the first case an answer could be obtained with no reference

to variations in training programs or models if care were taken to guard

against or minimize sampling biases. In the second case an answer could

not be obtained without specifying measurements of training programs.

There are an infinite variety of evaluative questions that can be

examined with reference to MACOS. Some or all in one way or another overlap

with or impinge on areas of investigation already well establish.ed in

different centers and universities. Our limited field observations left

us with the conviction that three crucial functions in adoption and

implementation of the course are selection, training, and quality cbntrol.

19
Educational Development Center, -Man: A.Cours2_91111ttpa .

Strate,gies, op. cit., p. 12.
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There were wide variations in all functions, ranging from no formal pro-

cesses to elaborate and continuous activities. In some cases in which

there had been apparently very good training for very capable teachers,

the teachers nevertheless indicated specific tasks for which they felt

inadequately prepared. Examples of variations in the other.two functions

have been mentioned throughout this report. Our argument is that

1. the processes and arrangements by which the implementation

of the MACOS curriculum comes about and is supported can be

the subject of evaluation; and,

2. the use of MACOS in different settings can have systemic

consequences that can be the subject of evaluation; and,

3. either or both subjectc of evaluation may be as worthwhile

, 1,t cv lusr; :41,i 4. ; 11, w01,

curri cul um.

It is clear, 'as we have noted before, that systemic evaluations

are not independent of curriculum evaluations. Indeed, a truly compre-

hensive curriculum evaluation would include all the components and dimensions

of systemic evaluation. It would also probably be impossible to do in

a form, time frame and budget that would provide widely useal.)le results.

One of the basic problems in systemic evaluation, especially in

appraising training and support models,.is similar to the problem of

evaluation of MACOS: what are appropriate criterion measures or dependent

variables? what are the parameters of different training and support models?

what are the interactions or differential sensitivities of methods and

teachers? Methodologically, systemic evaluations will perforce differ

depending on whether one focusses on input (dissemination, adoption,

installation, training, support) or output (impacts or effects on teachers,

schools, systems, communities, colleges, state agencies, etc), or on both.
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It is worth noting thatlin a way, input .evaluation, in the above

sense, is the task of identifYing convergences. Its aim is to establish

relationships that hold hope of maximizing successful .use of the curriculum.

Output systemic evaluation is thetask of identifying divergences--the various

consequences of adoption and utilization of the curriculum.- Its aim is to

establish possibilities, anticipated or planned, and unanticipated.

'There is no question about the feasibility of evaluating the

diffusion of MACOS, and its short term and long term systemic impacts.

Periodic surveys would be one vehiele for accomplishing this. There are

,many questions, however, about the feasibility of evaluating the effective-

ness of various training and support mechanisns and approaches. Such

effo i 110,1C)V.G (IC r,r+.1 -1
Ps twit .1

cr.!

it1 ildS the acchtional

difficulties of measurement or observation of adults--teachers, teachers

of teachers, support personnel, supervisors, etc. And it f

problem of diversity of training and'support. programs (pot t Ily) unlike

the further

the curriculum which is a fixed and constant package by comparison. I

must also take into account the resources and orientations of different

schools, systems, and communities, as well as of the publisher, Curriculum

Development Associates, unless National Science Foundation or some other

agenoy continues to support training programs through the regional centers.

As with evaluation of the curHculum, it would be necessary to'

measure a variety of dependent variables, and a variety of methods of

observation, including interviews, checklists, and classroom observation.

Evaluation of MACOS trainfng models makes most sense, of course, only if

there continue to be training programs for the curriculum. If, for

example, fhe regic;nal'centers continued to Provide training i'nstitutes, an
4
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evaluatioft of the different models and approaches employed by the centers

could'be made.2°

The mechanisms or options for undertaking systemic evaluation are

most likely those discussed in connection with absolute evaluation. Since

cross-model study should employ the same measures, or samgles of items from

the same pool of items (as with curriculum evaluation), and since there are

different theoretical orientations among the ft,p1ementers of different

training models, it would be appropriate to have the first phase of a

systemic evaluation concerned with training start with a design conference.

At such a conference, trainers as well as measurement and evaluation special-

ists, teachers, and supervisory personnel should have the task of identifying

tho vz;ri6lcs, 1:-sur:! d criteri' th:It should f,:.? ihclu'd or coy;i0;red.

What is the payoFf Of systemic evaluation for NSF? As Plfgq" it

depends on the goals and roles that the Foundation sets for itself. If a

goal is course improvement in the social studies through 'further curriculum

development projects, it would seem that only output systemic evaluation

would be germane (evaluation of impacts and effects of the curriculum

on schools and, hopifully, teacher prepafttion igstitutions). If a goal is,

course improvement through system improvement, then a broader systemic

evaluation is germane.

20
It is possible tet set up systemic evaluation projeas that include

training evaluation. Thus, for several different ffirrifiirprograms, one could

set up several CMAS analysis projects in a number of school districts,

coupled with follow-up empirical evaluation. See Meri.tsett, Irving, et.al.,

A Model for Analyzing Curriculum Materials and Classroom Transactions,

ch. 8 in Dorothy.McClure Fraser, ed., Social Studies Curriculum Development:

Prospects and Problems. 39th Yearbook, NCSS-71969.

4



Explanatory Studies: A Final Note

There are many explanatory studies.that can and should be done

with the.MACOS Curriculum. These.are the traditional province of expezi-

mental research. It is likely that such studies will appear increasingly,

especially in the form of graduate dissertations. They will find their

way uncertainly back into the public domain in annual reviews of research

(e.g., in the National Council of Social Studies magazine Social Studies)

and become at least incorporated into professional and technical writings.

Since graduate dissertations are undoubtedlif the most economic form of

A

.potentially good research, it is strongly sugested thet National Science

Foundation consider subsidizing some each year in specific evaluative

suppqrt of curriculufa proji!,.such rIT01:, i t i 1 de)::s noi al):Nidy do so?.1

116

Sinc a nui!:)r o quJsLicins (bout FjCuS and oL;Ier curVicuia arc anserable

only on the bdsis al well-controlled research studies that need not be

national in scope2support for a numbey of pertinent resq.prch dissertations

could be a programmatic alternative of considerable merit. The utility

21
Lest it be supposed that doctoral disSertations,for-example, are unlikely

to contribute to theory, knowledge, and practice, one should note the

centrality of Griffin's graduate thesis in Ntcalf's chapter, Research on

Teaching the Social Studies (in Gage, N.L., ed., Handbook of Research on

Teaching. Chicago: Rand HeNal1y, 1963, ch. 17); or pre number of dissertation

references in the Review of Research in Social Studibs, 1967; Vol.XXXII,

NO. 6, Oct. 1968, by Cox, C. Benjamin, et al. Sixty-two of the eighty-three

references were to the Dissertation Abstracts. NJ

22
The adequacy.of the experiment will always be contestable, especially

if it is small and significant differences do not emerge. This can be addressed

to somd extent by asking the dissertation writer to note the size of the

differences he could expect to detect at some level of probability, given

the necessary parameters of his experiment. The issue with much individual

research is not what magnitude of differences should be detected, but what

magnitude Can be detected with the resources available.

6
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of this approach would be enhanced if NS,F had or could assemble a pool of

interesting hypotheses related to MACOS specifically, or to social studies

curriculum improvement
generally, to use as a,guide in seeking and/or

funding specific ihesis projects.'

There are obvioUsly other vehicles,1 for conducting research into

MACOS, and we do not mean to exclude consideration of them. The essential

,

pciii4 is that we have tried to make a:distindtion between further course

evaluatnn and ppertpental reparch studies of many of'the multitudeof-

theoretical problens and issues related to the course and its use. The

dtstinction, of course, blurs and disappears as evaluative effort becomes

Ore concerned with explaining relationships, differences, associations,

z; 1.:c11 as dAin!..;:tircj tko.
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'SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING COMMENTS

In the preceding sections we have tried to delineate issues and

alternatives 'for further evaluation of MACOS. The purpose has been to

suggest to the National 5cience Foundation some bases for choosing among

alternatives. There are many choices, depending on one's concept of eval-

uation and on one's purposes in evaluating. We have analyzed alternatives

from the point of view of steps the NSF might take. We do not suggest

all possibilities have been exhausted, even from that perspective, although

we think most major ones have been considered. If the problem were

approached from the point of view of a local school, a school system, a

state acjency or co indnd.mt rcretr,for .t r l trTr

or r i onales IJiyht k pproprii,L. Ue have not.bc!fon ablo to provid.!

concise definition of trade-offs among alternatives, certainly not in a

quantitat've sense. We have, however, at leiTt provided a start at depicting

,)

what trade-offs may be.

The main decision criteria we haye suggested for cloosing among

alternative strategies have been: 1) the kinds of decisions to which

different sorts of evaluation information seem to be related; and 2) the

goals and roles NU may have or want to have. It has been obvious that

neither criterion uniquely differentiates alternatives. The first criterion

especially does not differentiate alternatives, at least at the global

and unspecified level at which we have considered it.

We have not considered costs as a criterion for choosing among

alternative strategies. It is apparent that costs will depend mainly on

the size and depth of study made within dif rent alternatives (absolute,

comparative and systemic evaluations), and on the mechanism chosen for

42-



implementation. They will also depend on the extent to which development

of new instrumentation is undertaken.

Our position has been that it will be possible to make meaningful

and defensible evaluative statements using methods and instruments dirrently

available or reasonably easily developed. This is not at all the same as

saying there is no need for development of better instrumentation. There is

especially need for better instrumentation with respect to measuring higher

order cognitive structures and skills, such as hypothesis seeking and

problem solving, or social learnirrg, or affective orientNrs and skills

A recent restatemsnt of the need was made by Coffman:

"There is aimountain of unfinished business in this area
(NVI:1 c r ;V:t1 if art' to pe..,?vid:

(c. ouLHA:.

throutp tusts of ccgni.Livc! skills and subject. matter knowledge."'

Nonetheless, further evaluation of MACOS is possible ,r-ithout undertaking

a major instrument development effort.

Our basic position is that there is no one measure of effectivó-

ness of MACOS. Each of the course's goals can be given operational defini-

tions; or criteria for classifying and recording the occurrence of goal

related behavior can be developed. The goals may be the development of

processes, as well as products. The goals may include the development or

enhancement of dispositions, orientations, or attitudes. They may refer

6 chi 1 dren or to teachers. In any case one cab establ ish cri teria. for

identifying apprLpriate behavior, and conditions for obsei-ving it. can be

set upinterviews, classroom projects, classroom ratings, paper and pencil

Coffman, Witham E. Concepts of Achievement -nd Proficiency. Pro-

ceedings of the 1969 Invitationial Conference on lesting.Problems. EduCa:,

tional Testing Service. November 1, 1969, 3-11.


